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their work of preparation for the coronation today long enough to take part
In a little gathering in celebration of
the eighth birthday anniversary of little Prince Edward, of York. The Brit
ish public Is only Just beginning to
look upon the little prince in the light
of
the future king. The coronation has
Men
Lowe Was Faserved to draw attention to the importance of the little fellow's place in the
Down.
machine of stite.
tally
According to present plans Prince
Edward will be a sailor, like his fath
er, and within a few years he will go
the training ship Britannia to get Oelegates Are Gathering In
The Mills at Paterson' Are upon
his first taste of sea life. His present
education consists of a few short lesOpen.
Nebraska.
sons daily, given by Mile. Brlolu, for
many years companion to the late
Duchess of Teck. The king is said to
Toronto Street Railroad Strike May be strongly opposed to "stuffing chil No Foundation fcr Rumors That the
dren with too much knowledge. " His
?
be Ended Today.
recollection is keen of how unpleasant
Miners Are Breaking.
it was to be a "walking dictionary at
twenty.

HOTEL COLLAPSED

very

Thirteen

Matron

Were

Hurled

Shot.

GIRLS ON STRIKE.

SOCORRO

Dallas, Texas. June 23. At 2:05
o'clock this morning, the center section of the St. James hotel, a
building, collapsed without warning and thirteen men were carried
down with the debris without a single
fatality. For a few minutes after the
crash it was thought several lives were
lost, but by quick work, the firemen
and policemen rescued all who had not
escaped through their own efforts.
The escape of those taken from the de
bris was marvelous, as there was tons
of brick, mortar and woodwork piled
in above where they were found. Three
men seriously Injured are: F. Fife, J.
F. Hoffman and J. Ross, internally.
No deaths resulted from the collapse
of the hotel building. Ail the injured
are doing well with the exception of
John Robs, a tailor, who may die, his
back being severely wrenched and a
leg broken.
three-Btor-
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MILLS ARE OPEN.
Less Than a Third of Employes Re
ported for Work.
Paterson, N. J., June 23. Although
many of the mills are open this morn'
ing. it is estimated less than one-thirthe regular number of employes re
ported for work. A meeting of strikers will be held today, but it is not ex
pected any definite action will be
taken. Details of infantry and cavalry
are on duty at the mills today.
d
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"SETTLEMENT'

FOSSIBLE.

Toronto Street Railroad Strike May

Be

Ended Today.

Toronto, June 23. Business Mana
Eer McDonald, for the striking em
ployes, stated this morning that after
witn tne
a conference or twelve nours company,
officers of the street railway
wages
and recognition
the question of
of the union has practically been set
tied. President Ames, president of the
board, Is authority for the statement
the strike is about settled and cars
may be run this afternoon.
The company made- on attempt to
run cars this morning. A number of
-

militiamen arrived here today and are
quartered at the armories. Manager
Keating, of the company, in an inter
view, said:
"There Is a possibility of settlement
That is all I can say. The strike is not
yet over."
A compromise has been arranged
and an agreement signed ou both
eides. The strike is practically over.
Girls
Des Moines,
strike of the
shows no signs

Still Out.
iowa, June 23.

The
telephone operators
The
of settlement.
Electrical Works and UneB union will
go out In sympathy when authorized
by the tradcB assembly. Several wires
of the Hell and Independent Bysteins
have oeen cut by strike sympathizers.
Despite the Importation of a number of
operators, the service on both lines Is
Btill demoralized.

CORONATION

WEEK.

All Preperations for England's Great
Event Are completed.
Loudon,, June 23. The opening of
coronation week finds the metropolis
rapidly filling with visitors. The decorators have put the finishing touches
to their work and the city has blossomed out in a mass of gorgeous color.

Princes and other titled visitors sent
to represent their respective rulers
have been arriving at short intervals
throughout the city and the attaches
delegated to receive them have been
kept busy. Prominent among those
now here are Prince Henry, of Prussia, the Grand Duke and Grand Duchess Strgeus, of Russia. Crown Prince
and Princess, of Rouniania, the Duke
and Duchess of Aosta, the Princess of
Prince AlAsturias and her
bert, of Flanders, and the Crown
Prince of Sweden. A few of the more
important personages have been quartered at Buckingham and St. James
palaces, .while provision has been made
for the others at the Hotel Cecil,
and elsewhere. Great preparations have been made for the dinner to
be given at Buckingham palace tonight
in honor of the foreign envoys, and
which will be the first of the grand
state functions preceding the coronation.
Tonight will be a gala night also fors
the American colony. The
give a very elaborate dinner
at their house, in Chesterfield Garoutrival In luxdens, which is likely to Bradley-Martiuriance the famous
ball. Mrs. John W. Mackay's Carlton
House Terrace maasion Is to be the
scene of another big dinner, while also
Reginald
Ward gives a dinner of
eighty covers.
The king and queen Interrupted
hut-ban-

Clar-iuge'- s

Bradley-Martin-

n

POSTMASTER.

DANGER IS PASSED.

Kittrell

Wat Named by the
President.
Washington, June 23. The president
today sent the following nominations
to the senate:
L. E.
Postmasters New Mexico:
Kittrell, Socorro. Texas: Charles K.
Miller, Athens; George B. Ziinpleman,
Austin; Thomas D. Ward, Corpus
Chrlstl; Walter S. Vates, Forney;
Richard O. Miesener, Hamilton; Hal
Singleton, Jefferson; Thomas Breen,
Mineola; J. D. Burns, Tyler.
L. E.

There were more than a dozen divisions, roniprlsing the fire and police de-

NUMBER 17!)

FIRED THE

partments, state militia, secret and
patriotic orders, fraternal organizations and hundreds of private convey
ances elaborately decorated with flags
and flowers. The parade was followed
by formal exercises of an historical na
ture. There was a program of music
and speeches by Hon. Frank B. Burke,
Hon. John Griffiths, of Indianapolis,
and Col. James Kelgwln. of Louisville.
Considering Appropriation.
Washington, June 23. When the
senate convened today a partial report
on the naval appropriation bill was
agreed to. The senate insisted upon
the nineni'.mtnts still In disagreement
ard asked a further conference. The
army appropriation bill was laid before the finale.
Kentucky at Denver.
Louisville, Ky., June 23. Bound for
Denver to attend the International
Sunday School convention a party of
Kentucky delegates leaves Ixmlsville
tonight in a special car. The party
numbers nearly loo members and includes all the officers of the Kentucky
State Sunday School association.
In Thirteen Subjects.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Juno 23. The
summer session for 1902 of the medical department of the University of
Michigan opened today and will continue until the second week of August.
Courses are offered In thirteen different subjects and are designed for graduates and advanced students.

Mil

He Was Ejected From

Police Court.
There Will be No Reciprocity
at This Session.
House is Still Discussing the Philippine Government Bill.
ENGLISH

YACHT WON.

Zanesvllle, Ohio, June 23. Mayor
Topeka, Kan., June 23. Matron
Lowe, of the Reform school, lies at
James J. Holden was forcibly ejected
Storniont hospital with two bullet
from the court of Police Judge Reed
wounds through her abdomen, unconhere today. The mayor asked an affscious and with no hope of recovery.
idavit against a woman charged with
Her husband, J. C. Lowe, is In prison
Intoxication be withdrawn and when
charged with the crime and has a
the Judge refused, insisted so strongly
slight bullet wound in his head. When
the judge ordered Chief of Police Tra-ce- y
6hots were heard Sunday by the watchto eject him. The mayor resisted
man he rushed to the scene and found
and Tracey'g brother and others went
Mrs. Lowe writhing on the floor ex
to the chief's assistance. . During the
claiming: "It was an accident." She
melee the mayor struck the chief on
declared the shoot mg was accidental.
the jaw and the chief lauded on the
Nearby lay a revolver with four, empty
mayor's head with a club.
MR.
MOVED.
QUAY
Passing
SHORT SIGHTED.
chambers.
the medical ward.
quart
can labeled "car
Lowe siezed a
NORECIPR0CITY.
bolic acid," and swallowed it. but the
contents proved a weak solution and He Asked That the Statehood Bill be Will Not Be Presented at This 8etion
Gov. Otero Laments Policy Which had no Injurious effect.
There had
of Congress.
is
been no quarrel between them
Washington,
June 23. It has been
Considered,
Deprives Territories of Statehood known of and the entire affair that
Is en
no reciprocity treaty with
determined
veloped in mystery. Lowe is a school
Cuba can be submitted at the present
teacher well known in Kansas. His
session of congress. It waf first planPres-cottPRESENTED
STATISTICS.
HIS INTERVIEW.
father is a wealthy stockman of
ned that in the event of the failure of
Kan.
administration managers In the senate
to secure favorable action on the
0 Wasnington. D. C. June 23. - 0 Cuban
Governor M. A. Otero, of New Mex
DELEGATES GATHERING.
sugar bill, a treaty would le
ico, is at the Brown hotel, in company
0 Mr. Quay, of Pennsylvania, form- - 0 drafted at once. This was with the
with Mrs. Otero and Miss Julia B. Bryan Can Have the Nomination If He O ally entered a motion to dls- O understanding that Senor Quesada.the
O charge the committee on terrl- - 0 Cuban- minister here, had full powers
Freeman, of Washington. D. C. says
Wants It.
Ithe Denver News. The governor will
Grand Island, Neb.. June 23. Dele- 0 torles from further consldera- and a treaty could be drawn in Washremain several days in the city, upon gates to the democratic and populist O tlon of the bill to admit as states 0 ington entirely. It is stated now, howCt
y
O
Oklahoma,
of
New
the territories
private business. He speaks in em state conventions to be held here
ever,
cannot be done and any
phatic terms concerning the opposl
Nobody 0 Mexico and Arizona.
0 draft this
began to arrive today.
of a treaty must go to Havana
arguments
support
memhetg
Ho made
in
of congress who is here Is able to predict the re- 0
0 and be returned before it can be subtion of eastern
to the admission of New Mexico as a sult of the conventions, but all agree 0 of the motion, urging that in mak- - 0 mitted to
the senate. This cannot be
state.
It will be clear sailing if Bryan accepts 0 ins it he had no motive to crabar- 0 accomplished in the short space of
"We made tbe most vigorous fight the nomination for governor. If he O rusr rh committee oi territories. 0 time intervening before adjournment
possible,", said he, "but the prejudice continues to oppose the nomination O He cited several instances lu 0 If the estimates of the leaders that
of eastern leaders overcame our argu- there are nearly a dozen avowed can- 0 which the senate had acted upon 0 congress will adjourn by July 4, In
ments, and New Mexico remains a ter didates ready to enter the struggle and 0 similar motions. He said five of 0 correct. No confidence is felt in adritory. We believe, however, that the some think such a refusal will result 0 the eleven members of the com- - 0 ministration circles of the ability of
time is very near at hand when New in the failure of fusion forces to get 0 mlttee desired to be discharged 0 senate managers to secure a ratificaMexico will receive justice and will together on the ticket.
0 from further confcideration of the 0 tion of the treaty even if one be drawn,
no longer be handicapped by being in
0 bill, and pointed out that both the 0
while the president may feel callthe list of territories. Why, iNew Mex0 republican and democratic par- - 0 and
IS QUIET.
STRIKE
ed upon to put the matter to a test, It
ico has a greater population now than
0 tits, in their national platforms,- 0 will be rather with the idea of demonNew York had when the colony was
In favor of tne admis- 0 strating his own purpose to do everyNot 0 declared
Will
Miners
Break
Rumors
the
admitted into the federation ns one of
0 sion of the territories as states. 0 thing possble for Cuba, and not that
Out.
Borne
said a promise to that effect 0 he has any expectation the
the thirteen original states. The area
s
Wilkesbarre, Pa., June 23. The sev- 0 Hethe
of New Mexico is greater than that of
republican platform of lS'JC 0 vote for ratification could be received.
0 in
mincoal
of
week
the
anthracite
enth
all the New England states combined
had been broken. He qioted the 0
strike began today very quietly. 0
and several of the neighboring states ers'
0 resolution of the republican na- - 0
PHILIPPINE BILL
in
today
President
centered
Interest
added. We have as
and Mitchell's address to the public Issued 0 tional platform of 1900 In favor of 0
as
patriotic people in New Mexico as are yesterday.
of
the
territories
0
the admission
The address gives the an- 0
Measure Would Disgrace
found In the United States.
0 states and declared the republic- - 0 me Minority
constrike
the
side
of
miners'
thracite
American
the
carry
congress
out
question
an
this
must
"The
if admission of New
0 Washington, June 23. People.
depicts the unbearable 0 promise or stand
In the house
of
Mexico to the union," continued the troversy, it
0
0
decoal
fields
and
in the
governor, 'Is not a political question. conditions real
of 0 a resolution was adopted calling upon
treachery.
republicans
The
0
operators'
of
object
the
secretary of war for information
the
bouse bad acted, he said, and 0 theany
Wc have kept it entirely separate from clares
to break up unionism lu the 0 the
payments made l.y Governor
of
of
republicans
politics, and recentlyy I had the satis- fight IsHe
for
it
remained
0
the
0
Is
not
says
a
such
result
field.
General
to F. B. Thutber and
faction of appointing a committee of likely, but should that occur, another 0 the senate to make good melr 0 any otherWood
persons or corporations, toHe declared 0
thirty leading citizens of the territory organization will be formed to take 0 party promises.
with the dutts and amounts of
fifteen of them republicans and fifteen up and continue the fight lor living 0 that if action upon the bill be 0 gether
payments, for advocating recipdemocrats to go to Washington next wuges. Rumors the coal companies 0 postponed until next session noth- - 0 such
with Cula. Consideration of the
at all will be accomplished. 0 rocity
winter and assist in carrying the bata break in the ranks of the 0 ing
- 0 Philippine, civil government bill was
stallsQuay
presented
Mr.
then
tle for New Mexico. We all stand to- expected
0
men are not borne out by the actions
terrl- - 0 then resumed and Mr. DeArmond.gen-of
gether in the desire to see this act of
men. Here and there a few 0 tics concerning bythethethree
- 0 Missouri, made a speech on the
bill,
showbecome a law, and I would s'adly re- menthe
tories
affected
0
may
ready to go back, but they
policy of retaining the islands. He
tire from the position of governor of cannot be befound.
0 lng they are remarkably well 0 eral
repudiates utterly the charge of oppo0 sition
the territory if the act of resignation
0 equipped to become states.
the present Philippine policy
would mike New Mexico a st:ite. We
0 Mr. Beveridge, or Indiana. 0 in thattocriticising
All Danger Passed.
some ot the acts of
on
committee
of
the
rest under a cloud which nothing can
chairman
0
Wash., June 23. All dan- 0
urmy ofheeis in the Pnlllpplnes was
had
subject
remove but the acceptance of New gerTacoma.
said
the
territories,
0
of forest fires in the region of Hot 0 gone over until the next session, 0 slandering and assailing the army.
Mexico into the sisterhood of stat.?s.
seems to be passed. The fire 0
Mr. Olrastsad, of Pennsylvania,
The feeling Is unanimous In cur terri- Springs
0 when it was to be taken up early 0 summed
up the situation in these
answer
fully
tory, and we feel that it is a rank in- is near the summit and burning out.
In
considered.
and
0
0
voids:
Bev.Mr.
Mr.
by
Quay,
inquiries
0
justice for this great country to send
0 to
Knights of St. John.
"The bill proposed by the minority
school teachers to the Philippine islN. Y.. June 23. Every 0 eridge said the bill has not been 0 motions is a complete renunciation by
Rochester,
many
by
committee,
so
privileges part of the United States and Canada 0 considered
the
0
ands and to extend
com- - 0 the Lnited States of the duties nnd re
to Cuba, and at the same time neglect Is represented
twenty-fourtan- 0 that it had been before the
at
tfte
which In the province of
reweeks.
five
He
0 spoiisihilitles
a duty to a territoiy right at home nual international convention of the 0 mittee only
been cast upon us. it would
which is one of the must promising Knights of St. John which opened here 0 marked that Mr. Quay had at- - 0 God have
of the 0 mean a cowardly ietreat. It means we
regions of the United States."
today to continue until Friday.. Large 0 tended onlyin one meeting
shall be degraded and disgraced in the
He
time.
said 0 eyes
that
committee
The governor speaks in high praise delegations
0
are here from Toronto and
all the world. On the other
of the assistance given in both branch- other cities of the Dominion. Califor- 0 the committyu expected to con- - 0 hand of
the bill which we present and
es of consreas by the delegation from nia, Colorado and ew Mexico have 0 sbitr ihe bin at the next session, 0
honor
It being impossible for the meas- - 0 propote to pass, maintains the people,
this state in the light for admission.
sent commanderies to enter the com- 0
and dignity of the American
such
consideration
0
ure
to
receive
0
petitive drills for the world's cham
enables the Filipinos to particiDei Moines Carnival.
at this session as It ought to 0 and
Detroit, Erie, nunaio, uin
pate as fully as possible In the blessDes Moines, Iowa, June 23. The pionship.
0
have.
0
of our republican form of governElks' summer festival was opened to- cinnatl. Cleveland, Syracuse and other jo
a ings
ment.
day by ihe blowing of whistles, ring- cities of the east and middle west are
0
0OOOO0000
Mr. Grosvenor, of Ohio, under the
ing of bells and playing of bands. The represented by delegations numbering
allowed la general debate, dislatitude
keys of Ihe city weie turned over to several hundred each.
a
Success.
Is
The gathering was formally opened
cussed the criticism of the rules of the
King Carnival by Governor Cummins,
gravel
and
sand
of
The cmbination
house recently indulged In by Mr.
who headed the opening parade and this morning with a mass, celebrated forced
Into artificial building stone by Cuhhinan, ot Washington, and others.
afterward delivered the address of wel- In St. Patrick's cathedral, and an ad- compressed
methaccording
to the
air,
Through the operation of old rules and
Deg Moines is dress delivered by Rt. Rev. Bishop
come at the park.
conConspicuous among those in od of Charles F. Whittlesey has proved methods previous to the Fifty-firs- t
From every
dressed in gala attire.
a success. Mr. Whittlesey has gress, he said, the house had become
telegraph pole hang streamers of pur- attendance were the supreme presi- to be out
cona patent on it and has a
He
powerless to transact business.
ple and white, the Elks' colors, anil the dent of the order, Henry J. Fries, of taken
furnish enough for a three pointed out in the Fifty-sixtcongress,
city is ieady to entertain her thou- Erie; supreme second vlre president, tract to
Hory hotel In Kl Paso. Mr. Whittle- Mr. Cushman. as well as others who
sands of visitors who will be her Thomas McFarland. of Philadelphia;
designing a machine to criticise the rules, bad voted to conguests this week, many of whom al- supreme secretary, M. J. Kane, of Buf- sey is nowblocks.
make the
ready have arrived. All the Bostock falo; supreme treasurer, John B.
tinue ihem In force.
of Detroit, and adjutant genFerari shows are open, and men have
mar-tienewly
a
C.
Highley
wife,
and
T.
Dayton.
Ohio.
of
The Cicely Won.
been busy all day putting up their par- eral, T. II. Lienesch,
couple of St. Louis, Mo., after
Island of Heligoland, Germany, June
aphernalia. The hotels and boarding
Califbr-nia- .
moon
honey
in
southern
their
Jeff ersonvi lie's Centennial.
Cice23.
houses are filling with guests, and
The English schooner-yach- t
are here as the guests of Mr. and, ly, owned
Jeffersouville. Ind. June 23 This
by Cecil Quentln, which left
every train brings more strangers.
rewill
They
Branaugh.
Mrs.
Robert
noon on June 21. in a race
Dover
Fourth street and other downtown city kept holiday today in celebration
then continue for thisat port, arrived
here at 6:40
thoroughfares have the appearance of of Its loth birthday. The preparations main a few days and
rewill
they
where
o'clock this evening and won the Ema huge fair grounds and with favora- tor the event, which have been In pro- north to St. Louis,
press cup. Cecil Au Vent, the second
ble weather the week will l one of gress for nearly a year, were complet- side in the future.
when the citizens
yacht to reach nere, arrived at 7:09
the most notable In the history of ed last evening anddaybreak
worDarby E. Day, the efficient and
were awakened at
this mornp. m.
Iowa's capital.
ing by the firing of cannon, the ringing thy general agent of the Mutual Life
Royal Arcanum Celebrates.
of bells and the screech of whistles, Insurance company of New York, is
Oklahoma Wheat Crop.
Boston, Mass.. June 23. Throughout
Guthrie, O. T.. June 23. Just now they found the city decked out in gala introducing around P. H. Schuster,
the outlook for the wheat crop of Ok- colors. During the early morning who Is from Tucson and who is also the United States and Canada memlahoma is very good. Reliable reports hours visitors poured in from all quar- interested in the above excellent com- bers of the Royal Arcanum are today
coming in from various sections of the ters and long before the centennial pa- pany. Mr. Schuster will remain In tho engaged In celebrating the twenty-fiftterritory indicate that the crop will rade had started the downtown streets city for a short time on life insurance anniversary or silver Jubilee of the order. The society was organized in this
run 80 per cent of last year's phenom- were crowded as seluora lefore. The matters.
city June 23, 1877, with nine members.
enal crop, which was the largest ever parade was tne most notable demonToday it has grand councils in every
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.
known in Oklahoma.
stration of its kind ever seen here.
.

two-third-

g

d

000000000

Tod-enbie- r,

d

state and territory of the United
States and in several of the Canadian
provinces, its aggregate membership
reaching 260,000. During the twenty-fiv- e
ycara tne order has paid to beneficiaries $72,000,000. The order Is in &
most flourishing condition and during
the past three years it has accumulated an emergency fund of fl.tiOO.OOO,
besides which there is a balance of
$ti00,000 subject to check.
Whist Players.
New York, June 23, The twelfth
congress
of the American
annual
Whist League began today at the Oriental hotel, Manhattan Beach, with
more than 300 delegates In attendance.
Boston, Chicago. Detroit and Baltimore are the cities most numerously
represented, but every city of the east
and middle west has whist enthusiasts
present, and there are many from the
south. California is also in evidence,,
despite Its distance. The playing this
year la for the Hamilton Club tropjiy,
the American Whist League Challenge
trophy, tne Minneapolis Pair trophy,
the Brooklyn trophy, the Associate
Members' trophy, and the Milwaukee
Mixed Four trophy. Additional prizes
of value are also offered. The business
meetings of the league, which begin tomorrow, promise to be of more than
ordinary Interest owing to the movement set afoot seme time ago looking
to a pecesBion of the western clubs
and the formation of a new associa
tion. A majority of the members
to oppose the movement and
steps probably will be taken to pre
vent its coming to a head.
ftp-pe- ar

STATEHOOD NOTES.
Senator Quay Opens His Fight for
Admission of the Territories.
ANDREWS AT THE CAPITAL.
A

special telegram to the

Denver

Republican from Washington, under
date of June 19, says:
Senator Quay, at the conclusion of
the vote on the canal bill in the senate
this afternoon, asked consent, which
was granted, to have hia motion dis-

charging the committee ou territories
from further consideration of the omnibus statehood bill go ever uutil Monday afternoon. .It is the Intention of
Seuator Quay to pnuh the motion to
vote at that time.
It was consideration for the pending
nomination of General Crozler, which
Senator Quay did not desire to obstruct, that induced him to defer action until next week.
Delegate Rodey, who Is acting in
conjunction with Senator Quay on the
statehood measure, said this evening
that the bill has sufficient strength in
the senate to enable its friends to pass
the Quay motion, and when the bill la
thus brought before the senate, to pass
It also. W. H. Andrews, formerly a
state senator in Pennsylvania, and
now a mining man in New Mexico,
who Is helping in the statehood fight,
nnd Is the active lieutenant of Seuator
Quay, said tonight:
in the
"Quay is going to succc-efight for Btateiiood, and New Mexico
will le a indued at this session." Delegate Rodcy is also hopeful of success.
Did Quay Wobble.

special Klegram to the Denver
News from Wash'ngton, under date of
June 19, says:
As he had given notice he would do
so, Senator Quay arose Immediately
alter the vote had been taken on canal
lilt, it: the setiatl- today and made the
motion that the omnious bill for the
stvleHodu of New Mexico, Arizona and
Oklahoma be withdrawn from the committed on territories and considered by
the senate without report. He followed
this with a remark which has left the
statehood people in some doubt as to
whether Quay Is really going to push
the measure or not.
"I make this motion now," said Senator Quay, "and request that its consideration go over and be considered
on Monday unless It is withdrawn."
The words "unless it is withdrawn,"
brought Senator Bailey and Senator
Bates, two democratic members of the
committee on territories, to their feet.
Senator Bailey asked Senator Quay If
he had understood him. Quay, after
an exchange of :eniarks which were
not audible to the galleries, nor to
many senators on the floor, assured
Senator Bailey that he had heard
aright
"I waut to give notice In the senate
right here," said Mr. Bailey, "that if
the senator from Pennsylvania does
not offer the motion, the senator from
Tennessee (Mr. Hate) will."
That was the tnd of the colloqquy,
but it has left certain senators with
the firm belief that Senator Quay is
crawfishing out of the campaign for
the territories which he had appeared
to be bo ardently carrying on during
the last few days.
A

-

The
day, if
if it is
offered

motion will be called up Monnot withdrawn by Mr. Quay and
withdrawn, it will bo promptly
by Mr. Hate.

Western Writers Meet.

23.
Members of the
Western Association of Writers are
gathering at Vi..jna for their seventeenth annual meeting, which will
session during the next four days.
The program this year is one of, the
best ever arranged by the association
and calls tor original papers, essays,
stories and poems by a number of well
known writers of the middle west.
J. S. Hortou, who has been In bt
Paso for the past two months, retara-e- d
home yesterday morning.

New York, June

be-i-

'
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BUSINESS

The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILtl AP.1 ICLES.

Economize by trading at The Econo
mist.
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BR1GGS

& CO., Prescription Druggist?

CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST 8TREET.

Russia gave almost as
many, while the other countries made
smaller contributions to the sum of ine
HcCREIGHT, Publishers United States' inhabitants.
the total.

HUGHES &

APACHE RATIONS.
Editor
The proposed discontinuance of the
Mgr. anf City Ed. Issuance of rations to the Apaches on
the San Carlos reservation is threatening to result in an outbreak. It was
Publlsha Dally and Weekly.
intended to enforce the order on tne
1st of July, but the report of General
Funston, giving warning of probable
trouble, which is based upon the rep
Associated Press afternoon dispatches resentations made by Colonel Lebo,
Largest City and County Circulation who Is in command at Fort Grant, has
The Largest New Mexico Circulatior. influenced the interior department "to
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation suspend action pending the result of
a special inquiry.
Copies of this paper may be found
on file at Washington In the office of
WON THEIR CASE.
our peclai correspondent, E. O. Sigwomen school teachers in Chicaners, illi F street, N. W., Washington, goTwo
had their salaries reduced because
D. C
of the shortage in the city revenue.
New Mexico demands Statehood The two undertook to demonstrate the
cause of the shortage, and it resulted
Congress.
fror the
in suits for the recovery of additional
taxes from the street railway corporTerms of Subscrlction:
ations. These suits have now reached
ally, by mall, one year
00
f
a final judgment in the courts, and the
Daily, by mail, tx months
i1 w city treasury is enriched by an award
Daily, by mail, three niomns
Thos. Hughes
W. T. McCrelght,

Fifty-Sevtn-

Daily,

tf

SO

L,y

mall,

one month

60
76
1 uu

Daily, by carrier, one month
Weekly, by mall, per year
THE DAILY CITIZEN wilt be delivered
In the c.i.y at the low rate of W centa per
or lor is cents per month, when
ald monthly. T! se rates are lees than
those or any other daily paper in the

of which goes inof $597,000, one-hal- f
to the educational fund of the municipality. The incident illustrates what
two inteligent and determined women
can do wt en they set their minds to
work in the right direction.

territory.

THE HE GOSSIP.
It is the fashion to knock
on the gossiping tongues of women; but Ixrd help the town that is afflicted with a he gossip.. One perky
Pueblo, Colo., had a remarkably suc- nosed,
snoopy he gossip, with a lot of
cessful Elks carnival last week.
idle time on his hands, can do more
damage than an old fashioned sewing
There are over 500 members of the society; and Isn't it a fact that most of
society of Elks in this territory.
us are a bit prone to help in shoving
along an off color "story?" Doesn't it
The cost energetic people in this seem to come more natural for one to
territory are the successful trout
whisper something shady about a
neighbor than to get out in the open
and loudly proclaim something to his
New Mexico and Arizona would wel- credit? Maybe this Isn't a fair posicome the water cure for their many tion to take, but anyway people talk
too much.
arid Ills.
Senator Beveridge is proving to be a
bitter enemy of the west.

NATIONAL IRRIGATION.
If congress really adjourns on July 1
The national irrigation bill, over
the glorious Fourth can be celebrated
which there has been such a protract
with all the more enthusiasm.
ed and determined fight, has at length
Colorado ana Utah have started out become a law, having been signed by
to get $2,000,000 of the $6,000,000 ap- the president on Wednesday. Under
the provisions of this law, the receipts
propriated for irrigation purposes.
from sales of public lands in the arid
King Edward will
on states and territories, amounting to
a surJune 26, and all the world will be there about $2,000,000 per annum, with
plus on hand of $6,000,000, are immeul-atelto witness the gorgeous ceremonies.
available. The three irrigation
projects upon which work will first
Cuba starts out with four political commence,
according to the program,
parties and will not go far until it
those upon the Gila river in Arizo
has another. The new one will be ine are
na, on the Truckee river in Nevada,
annexation party.
and on the St. Mary's river in
An advance in the price of coal oil
and gasoline is about due. Mr.
r
IRRIGATION CONVENTION.
has given another $760,000 to
The people of this territory should
Chicago university.
hold an irrigation convention and forOne of the reasons advanced mulate plans to secure some of the
against the admission of Arizona as a benefits of the national Irrigation law.
state is that there are thirteen coun- At the time of the territorial fair in
this city next October would be a good
ties in the territory.
Ari
time to hold such a convention.
should be Invited to participate in
"I have always noticed," says ine zona
this important convention. Governor
Alfalfa Sage, "that a man brags more Otero
would no doubt give his official
about what he is going to do than sanction
to such a necessary gathering
about what he has done."
of the leading irrigators of the two
territories.
The newspapers of Arizona charge
Such a convention would help call
congressional candidates $25 for an- the attention of the nation to the vast
.
nouncements.
This .woks like a
possibilities of the two territories if
Why should a newspaper charge developed by modern irrigation
anything for such mention?
ned

"be-crow-

y

orlng in Matthews' Jersey tnlltc
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All klnda of nice
meat.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Doming. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
tbe investment
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Demlng Is a great health resort'
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
395 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap In Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths In this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand con
tinues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
Is prepared
give
to
thorough
scalp ' treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
bini s own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be Injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff .and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, lane also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
Fa-be- r,

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall. and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the prem
ier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive Improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
or further Information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address,
A. N. BROWN,
G. P. A., E. P.-I. Route,

hoid-up-

In the Guatemala city destroyed by
MAKING A MISTAKE.
an earthquake all was over in ninety,
e Denver Republican says that the
Ti
seconds. The notice given was short- republican senators who oppose stateer even than St. Pierre, but the differ- hood at this time are making a misence was on the side of mercy.
take. They do not seem to appreciate
its bearing upon the future political
Government
receipts fof May 'ex status of the proposed states. There
expenditures
by
over
$10,000,000. Is nothing in the principles of the parceed
But this month ends the war taxes, ty to cause them to take this position.
and the surplus revenue will be great Both political parties are agreed that
ly reduced during the next fiscal year. as soon as a territory is qualified ior
statehood Its people should be given
Democratic conventions one after the right to erect a government of
another
assent to the propo- that kind.
sitions that free silver shall be shoved
All three of the proposed states are
into the political garret. Democracy's fully capable of maintaining state gov"living issues" rarely outlast one presi- ernments. They have sufficient popudential campaign.
lation and taxable wealth, and their
people desire to be admitted. More
Carroll D. Wright, the labor statis- than this congress should not ask. Sentician, estimates that the coal trust ators from east of the Mississippi
made $,(00,otm net profit out of me should not permit any little local prelast strike in the eastern coal fields judice to cause them to throw obstaby the simple operation of advancing cles in the way oi progress and develthe price of coal while the miners were opment of western communities. There
out. The same process is at work dur- la not one of the three territories naming the present strike in the anthracite ed which is not better qualified for
statehood than even Ohio was when It
fields.
was admitted.
About thirty million gallons of mixHundreds of lives saved eveiy year
ed paint were sold in the United States
in 1901. The greater portion of this by having Dr. Thomas' Ecloctrlc Oil in
was not used in the large dtitfe, but tile house just when it is needed.
in the towns and villages, where struc- Cures croup, heals burns, cuts, wounds
tures are of wood. In no country is so of ever) suit.
much paint made as in the United
Lew Fleming, yard section foreman,
States of America, and the bulk of that
paint is composed of lead, zinc and un- at Raton, left with the ballasting train
seed oil, and only the darker shades and about fifty workmen, to do balare made of oxides of Iron and other lasting on the road between Raton and
Las Vegas. The ballast is gotten at
pigments.
are-givin-

MIGRATION STATISTICS.

census bulletin, recently Issued,
presents some striking and interesting figures In regard to Immigration
into this country. The number of immigrants from 1821 to the census year
lSo was rather more than 19,000,000.
Germany has contributed more than
any other single nation, sending
from mi to 1900 a little over 0.000,000
persons to the United tSates. Ireland
stands next on the roll, with 3,869,268.
Then comes Great Britain, with
3.026,207, the Scandinavian union of
Sweden and Norway with 1.246,312.
And Canada and New Foundland with
1,049,939.
Two ouer countries, Austria Hungary and Italy, each also
contributed a little over 1,000,000 to

Watrous. Mr. Fleming's brother has
taken his position in the Raton yards
during his absence.

Tax on Babies.
Extreme hot weather is a great tax
upon the digestive power of babies;
when puny and feeble they should be
given a lew doses of White's Cream
Vermifuge, the children's tonic. It will

stimulate and facilitate the digestion
tht-ifood, so that they soon become
strong, healthy and active. 25c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, H. Ruppe.
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yards of Unbleached Lnicn 4000 pairs of Ladles' Wack Cotton C.;iO yards of French Torchon
Laces
Crashfor Holler Towels 10c is what Hose Seamless and fast, rtlnplr
with insertions to match from i to
they usually sell for our price while Sizes 9 and fH:wild everywhere at 10c 3 inches
wide none worth less than
they last Monday, per yard
5C Onr price Monday per pair
4 C 10c. Our price Monday per yd.

3c

'J

Have Time and Mone- y- go direct, to The LION STORE.

F. L. MYERS, Agont.

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
$51.50.

Albuquerque to Kansas City and re
turn, $39.00.
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.
$46.50.

Mill Ends of Wash Goods.

Dress Goods

Mill Ends of 10c fand 12ci Trinted Batiste and
Dimity; all this season's styles. Choice per yard
Mill Ends of .10 In. Finest French Foulards: 32 inch
Corded Jaconets, 32 inch Lace fjtripe Ginghams,
30 inch Dotted Swisses, 32 inch Serine Cloth and
30 inch Galatea Cloth - a choice assortment of hiph
class Wash Fabrics in lengths from 21 to 12 yards.
Worth up to 2Thj. Mill End
per yard
pi-ic-

per yard

inch All Wool Homespun in Gray, Tan
and Blue Mixtures; 38 inch All Wool Storm Serge
in Black and Navy; 38 inch All Wool Shrunk Cheviots in Black and Colors All Remnants, in lengths
from 4 to 6 yards; worth up to 75c. Remnant Sale
price per yard

yards of Novelty Jacquards, and 30 inch Granite Cloth in Black and Colors All Romnants
in lengths from 4 to 7 yards.-woup to 35o.
Remnant Sale price per yard
. i8o

550

rth

Mill Ends of 30 inch, Embroidered and Lace
Striped Silk Mull, Satin Striped Wool Challies,
Embroidered Crepe de Chine and Mercerized Grenadines the finest lot of Mill Ends you ever saw.
Worth up to 75c. Mill End price per yard
38c

Extra!

yards of 30 inch All Wool Albatross in Black
and Colors Remnants in lengths from 2 to 6 yds.
Worth up to O'.tc. Remnant Sale price per yard 33a
238

Extra!

Extra!

125 yards of 36 inch guaranteed Black Taffeta Silk sold elsewhere as
"
a big bargain at $1.65. Our price Monday per yard
$1.25

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly

Patttrns

10c
None Higher

Tilled

Leon B.Stern.proprietor

OCOCOCOCOCOOCX3COCOCOCOCOOO

Rates to Colorado.
Denver. $25.15, round trip; Colorado
Springs, $22.15. round trip; Pueblo,
$20.15, round trip.
Tickets on sale
Juno 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
return limit October 31, 1902.

0000000000000000000
O
Concerning Trade Tricks.
0
O
O
O
O
O

0
O
O

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

chines at closing out prices.

NICE

A

ll

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.

GOOD BATH SPCNGE FOK A
COLD SPONGE BATH.
WE

HAVE

ALL PRICES,

WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue..

j

SPONGES

AT

5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,

0033WOO0CwXCOC3a0?X8K

THE

50c and up.

J. B. O'RIELLY
Prescription

The old saying that there are 0
"tricks in all trades" has outlived O
its truthfulness, If there ever was O
any truth in it. This store does 0'
not countenance tricks of any O
sort to catch the unwary. The 0
plain, simple policy of buying O
good merchandise and selling it 0
at a Just prolit is what has pained 0
for us the public confidence. What 0
you read in our "ads" you can 0
tie to. People with money to 0
spend naturally go to the safe 0
trading place. Golden Rule Dry 0
Goods Co.

O00000000

Bank of Commerce

& CO.

Druggists,

ALBUQUERQUE

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

$100,000

Capital
JOE RICHARDS,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. S. OTERO, President
STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
.

CIGARS

W.

G.

Trunks; when you need a good stylish well constructed trunk, with all
GUARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 60
the modern improvements, come to the CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD

Golden Rule Dry Goods Company for PROS.
o
it. We will save you money on its
Subscribe lor The Dally Citlaon
cost. Come in and see them.

SOLOMON LUNA

WM. MclNTOSH

113)4 West Railroad Avenue.

J.

Win, Glaesiser,

DEPOSITORY

Taller.

O.

BALDRIDGE

OS0OC9X

A. M. BLACKWELL

oxeoi0m000033003
THIRD "STREET

Automatic 'phene 574
2161

South Second Street.
Alhiiquerqno.

V

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF RAILWAY

Meat Market

Wex.

0
0 000000000

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Second street, every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zia. Arrives
at the Springs in time for supper.
Don't be deceived by people who tell
you they will take you just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
else has any change of stock on the
route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK. Proprietor,
o
Keep Cooll
right
Wear the
kind of a hat. Get a
ice straw, a canvas or a French chip
nobby and inexpensive. We have plenty of them. Simon Stern, the Railroad
Avenue Clothier.

1

go-ca- rt

Keep Cool
PURCHASING.

j

WILL BE MORE
THAN REALIZED '
if you select a
or baby carriage
from our superb line of these vehicles.
We have them at all prices, according
to design and finish. The cheapest are
plain, but exceeamgly durable and substantial. If elegance of upholstery and
artistics finish is desired, we have-theof surpassing beauty. See our-neOriental Art Squares. Sewing

JlOlelpbD.

BY

vy

EXPECTATIONS

1902

Summer Tourists

J7C

134 yards of 54 inch heavy Black Sicilian; 52 heavy
Gray Sicilian, and 50 inch haavy Garnet Momie
Cloth
All Remnants in lengths from 3 to 5 yds
Worth up to $1.75. Remnant Sale price per yard 98a

He

ic

.

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

Remnants

345 yds of 38

c

Mill Ends of 32 inch Persian Lawns and Novelty
Cords: in lengths from 3 to 12 yards.
Positively
the best 25c goods ever shown. . Mill End price

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

5

.

Sale Begins Monday at 9:00 a. m.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.
Triennial Convention,
International
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Colo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tickets on sale June 24. Return limit July

r

Remnants and Mill Ends of Wash Goods and Dress Goods Almost Given Away,

El Paso, Texas.

return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep
tember, inclusive, 1902. Final, return
limit November 30, 1902.

fF

This would

not be always the busiest store if it wasn't always the best.

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and
San Diego, .35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and

:

36.i

CLOUDCCROFT

Rocke-felle-

A

LOCAL8.

Allkofnnresh and
3 TEAM

SAUSAGE

sail weals.
FACTORY.

E MIL KLEINWORT, Prop
MASONIC

B. A. SLEYSTER,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL E8TATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL BLOCK.

Automatic Telephone

174.

Demlng offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperoui
cities la the west offered several yeaa
ago.

BUILDING.

N. JHIRDISTREKT

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS.

CIG

We handle everything In our liae

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Willi a t
Louisville, Kentucky
111 ft. First St, Albuquerque, N. IX
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent In
population in four yeara.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, MONDAY, JUNE 23, 1902
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j SPORTING
La.

SATURDAY'S BALL GAMES.

Western League.
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
3
City
Colorado Springs
6
Batteries: Cable. Gibson and Mes-sltJones and Dixon.
At St. Joseph
,
0
Denver
7
St. Joseph
Batteries: Whiterldge and Wilson;
Maupin and Roth.
At Milwuakee
e
game postponed
on account of the failure of the Omaha
t;

Omaha-Milwauke-

team to make railway connections.
At Peoria

If you want
to pet
atrain. you can-utake a bet- t e r medicine

SI

well

NEWS I

National League.
At Chicago
Chicago

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

ot

The Economist

than the Bitters It is the
best health re
storer known
ito science, and
wiu cure

3

2
Pittsburg
Headachy
Nineteen innings were played to deNervousness,
cide the game. 1 his equals In number
flatulency,
of innings the great game played in
Indigestion and
SacMay
In
between
the
Sacramento
Malaria, Fever
ramento and Oaklanu clubs were parAgue.
and
game
no
which
winner
ticipants, but in
Trv it.
was declared, as the game was called
on account of darkness, each team
rcakfast of their halt. They say that
four runs to Its credit.
they had not lost their hooks they
if
Cincinnati-Cincinnati
At
would have caught a number of whop
7
ping big catfish.
2
St. Louis
nav-in-

THE ECONOMIST

3

No

A BALD NEWSPAPER

MAN.

Moines game postponed cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea Getting a New Crop of Hair and Has
on account of the failure of the Des or summer complaint, if you have Dr.
No More Dandruff,
Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry
Moines team to make railway
Everybody in the northwest knows
In the medicine chest.
tions.
Colonel Daniel Senrles, the veteran
Journalist and publicist of Butte. Jan
Disappointment Yesterday.
National League.
uary 10. 1900, the colonel writes:
With perfect weather for base ball "I used
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
"a corplo of bottles of New-bro'- s
4 there was great disapoinment yester
Herplcldo
with marvelous re8 day In Albuquerque that there was no
St. Louis
sults. The dandruff disappeared; a
Batteries: Leever, O'Connor and game. The fans are beginning to wake new crop of hair has taken root and
up to the fact that In order to conduct
Zimmer; Murphy and Ryan.
bald spot Is rapidly being cova ball team some funds are needed the
Second game
ered." Herpicldo is the only hair
14 Not one cent has been solicited and preparation that kills the
Pittsburg
There germ that diss up the scalp indandruff
4 all the boys ask is patronage.
.St. Louis
scales
city as It burrowa It a way to the root
In
of
a
this
cranks
are
number
Chesbro and Smith;
Batteries:
of
along
games
boosting
always
who
are
Yerkes, Dunham and Jones.
the hair, where It destroys the vitality
brought
are
visiting
teams
when
and
At Cincinnati
of the hair, causing the hair, to fail
3 In are contented to rerealn up town out.
Cincinnati
Kill the dandruff germ with
game
and
Chicago
IX and learn the result of the
Herpicide.
by
play
told
as
Batteries: Ewing. Currie and Pletz; hear of this and that
some one who had purchased a ticket
Menefee and Kling.
SOCURRO COURT.
and witnessed the game. Th9 players
At Boston
Philadelphia-Bostogame postponed do not make one cent out of their play Proceedings of Court
Last Week Be
and simply do It for the exercise there
on account of rain.
fore Adjournment.
is In it and to demonstrate their prow.
At New York-N- ew
game postponed ess on the diamond. A good ball team
Sentence was suspended on pay
Is a splendid advertisement for a oiy ment of costs in the case against
on account of rain.
and brings many dollars into the city, Francisco Bargas for violation of the
but in order to have a good ban team Sunday law.' A second case of the
American League.
what Is now here must be patronized same sort against the same defendant
At St. Louis
was dismissed at cost of the terri
5 Albuquerque has always bad the repu
.St. Louis
1 tation of having the best ball team in tory.
Philadelphia
The jury In the case of Benjamin H.
Donahue and Sugden; the southwest, and one year won twen
Batteries:
games without a single lose. Dye et al. vs. H. Creary et al., which
Powers, Wlltse and Schreck.
This can be done again and will be is the Compromise mine case, found a
At Cleveland
with proper encouragement.
verdict of "not guilty," and a motion
Cleveland
was made for a new trial.
14
Washington
Bowele.
Constipated
Acheson McClintock vs. Cynthia A.
Moore, LIndbloom and
Batteries:
To have good health, the body should Bruton was dismissed at cost of the
Pemls; Patten and Clark.
condition,
and the plaintiff.
be kept in a laxative
At Chicago
A peremptory writ of mandamus was
3 bowels moved at least once a day, so
Chicago
2 that all the poisonous wastes are ex ordered in the case of the territory of
Baltimore
142
G. L. Edwards,
New Mexico, ex rel George Parker, vs.
Batteries: Piatt, McFarland and Sul- oelled daily. Mr.
North Main street, Wichita, Kan., the Mayor and City Council of the City
livan; Howell and Bresnahan.
regu
of Socorro, for a special tax to pay
writes: "I have used Herblne to
At Detroit-Det- roit
1 late the liver and bowels for the past interest and sinking fund on the city
wuter bonds Issued In 1887.
4 ten years, and found It a reliable rem
Boston
Samuel Hale, indicted for stealing
Batteries: Mercer anr McGuire; edy." 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B. Ruppe.
cattle, did not respond when called to
Young and Criger.
trial and a writ of scire facias was orLas Cruces Base Ballists.
dered to issue against said Samuel
American Association.
A meeting was held in the office of Hale and his bondsmen, Mrs. Francis
At Indianapolis
19 R. L. Young of those Interested in L. Backer and C. F. Blackington, comIndianapolis
Minneapolis
29 forming a Las Cruces base ball club manding them to appear on the first
were present and T day of the next term and show cause
The number of runs scored in this A goodly number
game is the record sn far this season Rouault, Jr.. was elected as manager if any, why execution should not issue
as captain of the on judgment rendered. The same ac.and will probably not be tied again in and W. M. Danburg
team. There is plenty of good mater tion was taken In the case against T.
several years.
ial available and the prospects are C. Watkins for obtaining money under
Second game
13 good for a first class team. A diamond false pretenses, Sam Chlsum and Milt
Indianapolis
9 will be laid out on the vacant lot back Crni being bondsmen in the sum of
Minneapolis
of the depot and practice will begin at $500; also in the case against A. A.
At Toledo
Sheppard, larceny, D. B. Sorrells and
once. It is hoped to arrange lor
16
'Toledo
J. N. Broyles being bondsmen In the
4 game for the Fourth. Progress.
Kansas City
sum of $500.
At Columbus
We tell the greatest of blood purl
An appeal to the supreme court of
4
Columbus
pos
a
Blood Elixer, under
the-- territory was granted in the case
6 flers. Acker's
Milwaukee
enron
guarantee.
cure
It will
itive
of the Territory of New Mexico ex rel.
If you Goorge Parker vs. the Mayor and City
lc end other blood poisons.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
body,
your
have eruptions or sores on
Council of the City of Socorro.
or are pale, weak or run down. It is
Court adjourned until August 1,
American Association.
money
Just what you need. We refund
1902.
At Louisville
if you are not satisfied. 50 cents and
8 $1, J. H. O Rielly & Co., and B. H.
Louisville
For Over Sixty Year.
1
St. Paul
Brlggs k Co.
An old and well tried remedy.
Toledo-Toledo
At
Mrs. Winslrw'a Soothing Syrup has
2
OFFICIAL "MATTERS.
been
used for over sixty years by
2
Kansas City
millions of mothers for their children
Vaughn
H.
J.
Treasurer
Territorial
Second game
while teething with perfect success.
8 received from A. E. Burnam, treasurer
Toledo
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
3
county,
Colfax
of
collector
and
10
Kansas City
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
1901
taxes.
of
At Columibus
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
2
Columbus
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drugLand Office Business.
5
Milwaukee
Homestead Entries Felipe Padilla. gists in every part of the world.
cents a bottle. Its value
Rit.era. 80 acres, San Miguel county; Twenty-fivWestern League.
Be sure and ask for
Jose Maria Chaves, Wagon Mound, 160 is incalculable.
.
At Kansas City
acres. Mora county; Ramon Alderete, Mrs-- Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
4 Wagon Mound, 160 acres. Mora coun- take no other kind.
Kansas City
1 ty;
Colorado Springs
Rasie Luttrell. Dawson, 159.19
Ready to Yield.
At St. Joseph
acres, Colfax county.
used De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve
7
St. Joseph
Ten homestead patents were re- for"I piles
and found it a certain cure,"
4 ceived Saturday in the federal land
Denver
says S. K. Meredith, vmiow urove.
At Milwaukee
office at Santa Fe.
Del. Operations unnecessary to cure
5
Milwaukee
8
Omaha
Of what does a bad taste In your piles. They always yield to DeWitt's
skin dis
Second game
mouth remind you? It indicates that Witch Hazel Salve. Cures Accept
no
8 your stomach is in bad condition and eases, all kinds of wounds.
Milwaukee
J. II. O Rielly & Co., and
4 will remind you that there is nothing counterfeits.
Omaha
At Peoria
so Rood for such a disorder ts Cham- B. H. Brlggs & Co. o
3 berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Peoria
Machinery on the Road.
1 after having once used them.
Des Moines
They
Mr. Remington, one of the parties
Second game
cleanse and Invigorate the stomach who recently purchased the Onstott
3 and regulate the bowels.
Peoria
For sale at mining property on the west side of
6 25 cents per box at all druggists.
Des Moines
Cook's Peak, was a visitor in Deming
last Monday, says the Headlight. Mr.
American League.
Had Good Bait.
utmlngton was direct from New York
At Cleveland
The drying up oi tue Rio Grande has and states that the machinery for the
6 loft numerous flbh in deep holes along concentrator had been
Cleveland
shipped and
4 the river, and fishermen are busy with was expected now dally, and that soon
Washington
At Chicago
hook and seine, catching many liig cat- after its arrival would l? in place and
2 fish.
Chicago
One day early in the morning operating. This company intends to
3 last week Jack Chambers
Baltimore
and Billy build either a tram or railroad from
Second game
Reed begged some liver and fat bacon the property to the valley below,
Chicago
1 from one oi' the butcher shops to he where the concentrator will be placed.
2 Ubed as bait, and started down the There is an unlimited supply of ore in
Baltimore
At St. Louis
ricer just as the sun was creeping up sight and consequently we may soon
7 over the Sandla mountains. Their first look for another producer at Cook's.
St. Louis
Philadelphia
4 mishap was the losing of their hooks
At Detroit
Jemez Hot Springs.
in a pile of brush, and then wet, foot-sort- ;
5
Detroit
The public Is invited to visit the
and bunKiy and several miles
7 from home they niult a re and made a famous health giving springs,
Boston
ursi
class accommodations can be found at
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
fishing and beautiful scenery are only
o few of the attractions or this delight
ful resort.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN'.
Stone Hotel.

In

the

Dry Goods Line.

Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

No One Ever Lost Anything by Reading Our

g

No need to fear sudden attacks of

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

Advertisements Not Even Time
IN THE FEW MINUTES IT TAKES TO READ OUR ADVERTISEMENTS
MANY
HAVE EARNED
MORE THAN AN ORDINARY WEEK'3 WAGES.
OF COURSE, THE GAIN DOESN'T COME FROM
READING, BUT FROM PROFITING BY THE LESSONS TAUGHT.
READ ON.

Peorla-De- s

n

York-Brookly- n

n

'

Art Department

Muslin Underwear
Odd pieces, rumpled and soiled from
being displayed in our windows and
decorating around the Btore. These
will le 3old 25 per cent less than our
usual low price to close them out. In
this lot you will And:
Corset covers, worth up to S5c, as
low as
15c and 25s
Chemise, worth up to 73c, os low-a25s and39c
Skirts, worth up to $1.00, as low
as
39c and COc
Gowns, worth up to $1.25, as low
as
39c and 50c
s

A sale of sofa pillow tops in a big
line of subjects. Our entire stock
divided into two lots. Those without
.backs to close out at only 25c each
and those with top and backs..
Stamped pique stocks, regular values 15c, to close out. each
Stamped collars, ties, stock collars,
collar and cuff set stamped on colored
linens, worth up to 3oc, choice of any

Regular

35

cent values, take your

Lace Dojiie ard 8carf

At less than cost to import.
some are all lace, others have linen
20c doylies for... .10c
$1.25 doylies
'
$2.50 doylies
35c doylies for. .. ,20c
$4.00 doylies
75c doylies for. .. .60c
54
INCHES.
SCARFS

15c

25c,

scarfs for $2.00 I $0.00 scarfs for.. $3.25
scarfs for $3.00 I $3.50 scarfs for..
We quote but a few prices to give an idea
how the goods will be sold.

10c

Our entire stock of fancy ribbons
in numbers 30, 40, 60 and 80, all silk,
in stripes and dots, silk linen polka
dot and fancy colored stripes, value
up to 50c, sale price per yard

OFLrt

5

Oflp
AJj

sateen

Ladies' Silk Mitts
IupinU, blue, gray, tan.
silk, value 50c, sale price.

$4-7-

ltibbou aie

Ladle Silk Clloves
In black, tan and brown. All pure
silk and extra heavy, worth 60c, sale
price

centers.
for. .85c
for $1.75
for $2.50

$3.50
$5.00

Ladief,' Black Mlk Mitts
All pure silk and heavy, worth
'
sale price

15c

')ne Kenaissane.e

Children's White Linen
and Crafrh Ops
pick

45 c
5c

All pure

All new styles, 27 inches wide, in a
nice range of colors, stripes, flowers, i
etc., 20c values, sale price

nip
Xij

25c

--

Foulani Mlks

Children's 11 no Kibbed
Tan 1
Ifse

Double sole, heel and toe, regular

And these are all silk and are our
Tegular 50c and 75c foulards, only a
few In this lot left; take your pick,
only per yard
And our entire line of our better
qualities of satin foulards in neat
stripes and floral designs, values up to
$1.25, to close take your choice, only

15c

25c values, only

Women's Turn Over Collars
Thtse collais have been marked
always 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, They
are exquisite types of neckwear,
and are made of linen, silk embroidered in all colors, white and colored embroidery and lace. They are the most
correct and distinctive styles of women's neck decorations and they will
be sold at each

25c
50c

per yard

f oulardiueg

of the 25c foulardlnes,
persian effects, Dresdan
Btripes, pretty dots, etc. This season's goods, to close these out, take
your pick at only, per yard
15 pieces

exquisite

25c

12ic

'

Thousands of Remnants of Wash Fabrics.
Every short piece In stock is Included Finest Mulls, Swisses, Silk Grass Linen::, ut Just half price.
and
children's dresses all
Also dress lengths, waist and skirt lengths, pieces for klmonas, geishas
grades of wash goods, oxfords, linens, lawns, batistes, ginghams, madras and others; also pieces for bed
s
at
and Y2 off the regular prices.
comfortables and draperies. This Is a clearance sale of all
left-over-

3

$12,-405.5-

e

Digests

what you
Eat

(Dyspepsia Cure

You need all kinds of. food to maintain the body. Curtail this variety
and some organ is underfed. It Is for this reason that a diet is injurious.
If you cannot digest good food your stomach is out of order and needs
rest. You cannot go without food for that would mean starvation.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest what you eat without the stomach's aid.
Take it and you can rest your itomach without interrupting digestion.
It is nature 'sown remedy. Never fails. Anderson Iliggs, bunny Lane,
Tex., says: "I was troubled with indigestion ten years and tried many
things and spent much money until 1 tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I am
now feeling better than In live years and more like a boy than in twenty."

Cures

All

Stomach
Troubles.
tt.

Prepared by E C. PeWItt A Co., Chicago.
.

The

bottle contains

timet the 80c. tke.

Vhen you need a soothing and healing application for piles, sores and skin

diseases, use DoWITTS Witch Hazel SALVE. Beware of counterfeit.
J. H. O RIELLY & CO.. A ND B. H. BRIGGS & CO

MumDing.
Wo have uuaea a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you havo anything In thl3 line
to be done see us about U before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

Pianos.
If you are slightly Interested in the
purchase of a piano It will pay you to
call at Hall & Learnard's.
o
IT WILL BE TIME WELL INVESTED TO READ OUR ADVERROSEN WALD BROS.
TISEMENT.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
o
Deming water is chemically pure
equal to Polan Springs.
o
Keep your eye oa Deming.

THE ECONOMI8T

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIS1

Subscribe for The Citizen.
nil n,iLm

Boys' & Youths Clothing
At Your Own Figure
Vow

is Your Chance to Buy Cheap
AT

MANDELL & GRliMSrELD,
Until the first of August on account of dissolution of the firm.

Boys' long pants suits
Boys Linen 2 piece
Suits.
,

Children s Blouse
SUltS
All $3.50 now
All $3.00 now

AU

9UM for

All $15.00 for
$2.25
$3.50 All $17.00 for

$6.75

$.75

All $5.00 and $5 50 now
.$3.75
All $3.75. $4.00 and $1.25 now. .$3.00
All $5.50. $6.00 and $6.50 now. .$4.50

Boy.g 2 piece

$9?5
$10.75
$12.50

S7.75
6.25
Boy's 3 piece Suits

Youth's Clothing

90c All $8.00 for
25c
All $11.00 for

All $2.25 and $2.50 suits for
All Linen Pants 35c for

all $10.00 for
8.50 "

AU

guits

300 and

325 now
All $4 00 and $4.50 now
All$5.00 and $5.50 now

$3.00
$4.00
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QUEENS WARE.
.tlZiLlk

L?

'

CALL AND SEE OUR

LAMPS
hAN jPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDUN POTTERY,
MEXICAN HATS.

J.

INDIAN BLANK ETC,
CARVING SETS,
PICTURfco,
CUT GLASS,
CHAMBER SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
JARDINIERES,

W. M ALETTE,
Successor to

' " "

A. B. McGaffey 6. Co.
216

OPEN EVENINGS.

WEST RAILROAD AVE

XXXXXOOOCOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXX

BORRSDSILE & CO.
Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

Tinware,
Art Squares,

g

Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods
.

Iron Beds All

Sizes-$3.0-

0

Up.
Easy Payments.
Albuquerque N. M.

Avenue

House Furnishings, NcinSaScSiod..

A

Just Demand

For Recognition--

,

MB

MAKERS

O00000000000000
HAVE
KNOW
A

YOU CAN

S

BUGGY AND HARNESS
0

JUST CALL ON US AND SEE HOW VERY LOW PRICES
HAVE AND ON WHAT EASY TERMS YOU CAN BUY.

I J.

Korber &

Co.,

WE

oooooccococ
S. MICHAEL

Santa Fe Pacific Shops'
ORCHESTRA.

f

Dealer In

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

Mr. Daniel Geib, clarlonett.
Mr. George Craig, piano.
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Mr. Chas. Need ham, cornet.
William P. Cook, trombome.
Repairing done promptly and by
Frank Fuller violin.
skilled workmen.
Are prepared to furnish music for
325 South Second Street.
balls, parties, etc. Satisfaction guarAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
anteed and music the latest. Address
FRANK FULLER,
BADARACCO'S
SUMMER GARDEN
317 South Fourth street, teacher of
violin, cornet, drums and all brass inJust North of the City Limits.
struments.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
and cigars and ice
We make the best door and window with best of liquors
bottled beer. Ball and concert
screens. They are far superior to any cold
every Saturday evening, and concert
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A. every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
free to visitors. Lunches served. GarT. Telephone No. 463.
den has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order pre
Let us figurA on your plumbing.
served.
hardware company.
o
Ruppe's drug store open all night

Statehood cigars, two for

25

cents.

every mgnt.

'

NEWS

IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A 1' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT

WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
one

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you. will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for
$12.50

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we bbk is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
85c
they sell for $1.25; sale price
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
,
...
..50c
price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; Bale price. ... ..$3.00
$2.60
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
$2.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.60; sale price ...... 85c
WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF . -- LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

ROSENWALD BROS.i
0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers
Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones in Our office.

North Second Street.

1

201-21-

WE'RE

IN A

.

POSITION

1

to offer you the best the' market affords In the way of meats. And our
prices, you know, are always the lowest. We handle only prime stock.
Quality and quantity guaranteed. Fine
roasting pieces of beef at reasonable
prices. First class mutton, veal, pork
and poultry equally low. Can't do bet
ter anywhere,
-!fi

neai-railroad-

Flesher&Rosenwald
YOU

v

d

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

$ DO

INTERESTING

d

Household Goods on
117 Gold

C. C. Almes, who are known as some
of the best youngsters in the fisher
man s trade, returned to the city last
night, after several weeks stay on the
Rodey Answers Resolutions Against upper Rio Pecos. They were accom
panled back to the city by Mr. and Mi'S
Ross Merrltt, Misses Edith Stevens
Statehood for Territories.
and Mabel Fitch. This party report
naving nad a nne time.
A HOT LETTtR.
Fair President O'Rielly.
The president of the fair association
J. H. O Rielly, was at Flagstaff the oth
The New England Shoe & Leather er day, and the Sun says: "J. H. O'
association of Boston recently adopted Rielly, general manager of the Washresolutions appealing to congress to re- ington Life Insurance company for
ject the bill granting statehood to Ok- New Mexico and Arizona, with headlahoma, New Mexico and Arizona. A quarters at Albuquerque, Is in town.
copy of the resolutions was sent to Mr. O'Rielly
Is
president of the
Delegate Rodey, of New Mexico. He Albuquerque fairalso
and is incidentally
lethas replied to the association in a
booming the big fair to be held in tnitt
ter In which he says:
city from October 14 to 18.
"On behalf of the people of the groat
territory of New Mexico I most emKeep Cooll
phatically invite your association to
Wear a flannel coat and pants don't
If it would need any vest: nice stylish flannel
mind its own business.
only toll the truth, there could be no goods, only C5c. Simon Stern, the
objection to anything it might say. Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Your slanderous letter Is but a tissue
Bring In your tinware and have it
of falsehoods from beginning to end.
What have the territories ever done repaired. Albuquerque Hardware
to your association that you should
take it upon yourselves to attempt to
A. B. Weaver, 307 South First street,
have denied to them their rights as
citizens of the United States? The has the largest stock of New Mexico
only thing we have ever done to your views in the city, have him do your
city of Boston is that we have been developing and finishing.
guilty for from a dozen years to half
a century and more of buying millions
Keep Cooll
of dollars worth of shoes, rattan furniWear our negligee shirts; big line of
ture, drugs, cottons, ducks, crockery Monarchs; only $1.25. Simon Stern,
and other merchandise from you. Is the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
this a crime? Don't you want us to
Demlng water and pure ozone make
Increase and progress so that we can
strong and healthy people.
buy more of your goods?
"New Mexico has an area as large
Tickets to i...ss Ida McCune's benefit
as ail of New England, New York and
Your whole concert, June 24, are on sale at the
New Jersey combined.
Newcomer,
business firms:
state is not as large as one of our
counties. We have, in New Mexico, Page & Voorhees, Hall & Learnard, H.
tracts of coal land three times as big E. Fox, Ruppe and Matson.
as your whole state, and tracts of lumIn Demlng the demand for rental
ber land bigger than your whole state.
is five times in excess of the
What a blessing it is that your con- houses
gressmen are not as ignorant as your supply.
association is. Every last one of them
voted for our statehood bill In the
CLASSIFIED ADS.
house, and they acted honestly and
right under their official oaths. They
Note
All classified advertisements
were honest men, God bless them, and
bigots like your or rather "liners," one cent a word for
no narrow-mindeeach insertion. Minimum charge for
board of directors.
"I have sent you our governor's last any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
report and a lot of literature regarding In order to insure proper classification
our territory, which I commend to your all "liners" should be left at this ofassociation to read so that you will fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
know what you are talking about beFOR RENT.
fore you begin slandering a million
citizens of the United States. I send FOR RENT The cobblestone house.
you several copies of the report on the
second door from Highland house,
statehood bill by that able and honest
bath in house, hot and cold water;
statesman, Hon. W. S. Knox, of Massagood stable and chicken houses. Inchusetts, and it may do your associaquire at Rico Cafe.
tion some good to read it. You will FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
learn something about the territories.
at Casa de Oro, with board. Call at
"Does your association think it is in
613 West Gold avenue.
a better position to judge of the fitness FOR RENT Large furnished rooms.
of our people to come Into the union
over pcstofllce; $10 a month; coolest
than men like Congressman Knox,
In the city.
Congressman Tlrrell. Congressman FOR RENT Front furnished room.
Massachuof
the
rest
the
Powers and
Mrs. H. C. Orear, 114 North Walter
'
setts delegation in congress?
street.
any
considerabelieve
that
"I won't
FOR RENT Large cool rooms for
great
of
people
the
ble number of the
light housekeeping. 524 West Railcity of Boston, or which I once had the
road avenue. Rent reasonable.
illibso
are
citizen,
honor of being a
as
jour
eral and bigoted as to believe
FOR SALE.
narrow-mindeassociation does. I
people
who FOR SALE Fine saddle horse; Is also
will not think that the
a fast pacer in harness. The Diaboast of-- a Faneuil hall. Bunker hill
mond Palace.
and Harvard could entertain such sentiments. I will not admit that a state FOR SALE One nice, young family
horse; good to ride and good to drive
that produced a Winthrop, a Warren,
and five years old. Inquire of Toney
a Sumner, a Wendell Phillips and a
Michelbach, old town.
Hoar voices its sentiments through
FOR SALE A good livery outfit very
any such body as your association.
cheap; a chance for a man with
"The three delegates from the three
small means to go Into business;
territories attacked resolved this afterhave other business to look after
noon to circulate your slanderous., cirand must sell. For further informacular in their territories and then ,the
tion apply io John F, Williams, Ccr-- !
people, perhaps, will cease to purchase
rlllos, N. M.
millions of dollars worth of goods from
;
your merchants since you deny us our FOR SALE A forty acre ranch
20 acres In fruit trees and
rights. If you want to do us justice,
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
then reconvene your association and
trees; good pure water from a sixty
retract this libel and false and imperfoot well; good adobe residence and
tinent piece of impudence you have
put upon us. Very truly yours.
outhouses. For particulars Inquire
B. S. RODEY,
at The Citizen office.
"Delegate In Congress from New FOR SALE A nice grocery business;
centrally located. Address Box 52,
Mexico."
Santa Fe, N. M. '
FOR SALE Stove wood, any length,
IN GOOD SHAPE.
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
"ord, $1.50. Call on or address G.
Annual Report of the Elks of New
Riliera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
Mexico.
FOR SALE Several bea'-titu- l
homes
The annual report of B. Ruppe, dis
and city lots. These are bargains
or
shows
the
Elks,
of
deputy
the
trict
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
der to be flourishing with a total memNo trouble to show property. See
bership In New Mexico of 535.
Jno. W. McQuade.
4US,
comes
Vegas
lodge.
No.
The Las
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Com
first with a membership of 18G.
plete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
lfi3
461,
with
second
is
No.
M., consisting of water jacket stack,
100
413.
has
members, Silver City, No.
100 ton daily capacity;
pow8ti
4(10,
mem
boasts
and Santa Fe, No.
er boiler and engine and all necesbers. The financial condition of tae
sary machinery and appliances to
four lodges is on a par with the memmake plant complete and up to date.
bership, since the report 6hows a total
Everything practically new In opbalance in the treasuries of $ti,710.17.
eration less than thirty days. This
Here Albuquerque heads the list with
will be sold at a great bargain for
a balance on hand of $2,800.
only a fraction of its cost. For furA skeleton program of tho Salt Lake
ther information, address, John A.
City meeting has been received.
Lee, Albuquerque. N. M.
On the first day the opening exercises will be held in the great tabernaWANTED.
cle with the usual addresses and re- WANTED
good second hand
Gents'
will
McClellan
sponses. Prof.
J.
clothing, shoes and hats. 315 South
prestde at the famous organ. In the afFirst street. Call or address R. J.
ternoon conies the grand civic parade,
Sweeney.
and tho opening of the band contest, WANTED
Experienced dry goods
in which the best musical organizasalesman, who speaks Spanish and
tions in the United States will comEnglish. References. Address, Sel- pete. The music in the competition list
igman
Santa Fe, N. M.
includes overtures by Wagner, Beetho- WANTEDBros.,
At once, a girl for cooking
ven, Weber, Mendelsohn and l.itolff.
and general housework. Call at 516
The two days following are to be made
West Tijeras avenue.
up of a whirl of contests, entertain- WANTED
Trustworthy person in
ments and excursions to various points
each county to manage business, old
of interest. On the third day comes
established house, solid financial
the drill contest, in which the "Quien
standing; straight bona fide weeKly
Sabe" club is entered. With the concash salary $18 paid by check each
test goes 1750 in prizes and to tbe win
Wednesday, with all expenses direct
ner of the Elks parade goes a prize of
from headquarters; money advanced
$1,000. The most unique display in the
for expenses. Manager, 379 Claxton
parade will receive a prize of $350.
Building, Chicago.
16, 21, 23,
"Quien
It is in this contest that the
28. 30.
promia
Sabe" club expects to' take
WANTED Five young men from Bernent place.
nalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
Fishermen Returned.
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst.,
It. H. Greenleaf. who is the acknow
Cedar Rapids, la.
lodged champion fisherman of central
New Mexico, returned to the city last WANTED To buy or rent a second
hand fire proof safe. Addresp M.
night from a trip to the upper Pecos,
this office.
where he easily caught several bun
dred trout. He brought a box loaded
M ISCE LLAN EOU 8.
,1 I II
JC DICV RICU lfTULIIB IAI ,111. L .1 J i
and today was noticed busily engaged
,OST A turquoise stick pin, between
in giving a mess or two to his partita
residence of Dr. Pearce and the Epis-coplar friends. Mr. Greenleaf says that
church. Return to. Dr. J .F.
there are plenty of trout in the Rio
Pearce and receive reward.
Pecos streams, but it is not everyone LOST A pair of gray driving ponies,
who knows how to catch them. He
out of tbe Highlaad hotel stables.
reports John and Fred Greenleaf get
Branded )M on left shoulder. Libting along nicely. The "old man" ex'
eral reward to finder. L Trauer.
pects to return to tbe upper Pecos CASH PAID for distributing samples.
country next week.
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Louis C. Rueker, Dr. E. J. Alger and
Kansas City, Mo.

DEFENDS THE WEST.
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Wm. Farr.

Brockmeier & Cox,
GAEDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
118

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
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George B. Williams,
DRUGGIST.

117

West Railroad Avenue

Twenty years experience in prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.
Automatic 'Phone

458,

Col.

E. J. POST
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

'Phone 63.

& CO
Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
Buckeye
Mowers
Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY
DETROIT

Albuquerque Hardware Company
K

Bui de is' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

herders

HINERS

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

CAPITALIST.

He Will Examine Timber Lands In
Western New Mexico.
Ira B. Bennett, of Detroit, Mich., arrived in Albuquerque last Saturday
night. Mr. Bennett's object in visiting
this city is to examine ito the enterprise of the American Lumber company, and personally ascertain what kind
of timber is grown in New Mexico, and
the quantity and quality of same, and
last but not least, to find out whether
it can be successfully and profitably
manufactured, and generally to obtain
-

4

wall
WEDGE

TENTS

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

a clear insight into the enterprise, and
the feasibility of locating the mills
upon the company's lands or to locate
same at Albuquerque, and to find out
how the citizens feel toward the enterprise, and what, it any. Inducements
they may be disposed to offer in order
to locate same at Albuquerque.
Mr. Bennett says that if the company should conclude to locate its mills
and factories at Albuquerque it would
consist of two large double cutting saw
mills, each having a capacity of 50,000,-00feet, one large planing mill and
one large box factory and sash, door
and blind factory, costing for building
same about $300,000. He says it will
require from twelve to fifteen hundred
employes to successfully carry on an
operations of the company, in operating its mills, factories, railroad and

0

ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGMILLCo
--

Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to or
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
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A number of Mexican laborers, direct from Mexico, passed up the road
for the sugar beet fields of Colorado
this morning.
Mrs. F. E. Crane left this morning
for Chicago, where she will place her
son and (laughter, Charles and Juanita
Rubendale. in school. She will then
return here.
Mrs. Charles Gruner, of the Metropolitan hotel, returned home yesterday
morning from a pleasant two months'
rl6lt in Los Angeles and southern California towns.
G. B. Dolan, the day ticket agent at
the local depot of the Santa Fe. is enjoying a visit from his sister. Miss
Margaret Dolan who arrived last night

FaBER,

ALBERT

1

N

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

2 Headquarters for Carpets,

Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Carpet Characteristics

from Chicago.
Walter Downs, of the postoffice. will
leave tonight for Pueblo, Colo., where,
rumor has it, he will soon be united in
marriage to Miss Elizabeth Kellogg,
formerly of this city.
Barney Sheridan, of St. Joseph. Mo.,
a brother of J. J. Sheridan, arrived
here last night and will remain here
permanently.. The two brothers had
not met for twenty years.
L. B. Smith, of Wlnslow, where he is
in the employ of the Santa Fe Pacific,
came In from the west yesterday morning accompanying his mother, Mrs.
W. A. Smith, of Gallup, this far on her
way to Santa Fe. Mr. Smith promised
to call at The Citizen office today and
give this paper a batch i interesting
notes about Gallup and Wlnslow, but
up to press hour he failed to put in an
appearance. He will return to Wlnslow

enhance or lessen the
beauty of a room. Those rich
patterns, produced In many but
delicately harmonised colorings,
those real works of art for the
floor, shown in our display of
the best productions of the year,
are the wonder of all who see
them. These patterns come in
every material, at prices that
are easy grounders.
Ingrain carpets, 25 cents per
yard and upwards.
Brussels carpets, 0 cents per
yard and upwards.
Velvet carpets, 90 'cents per
yard and upwards.
May

logging outfits.
Mr. Bennett is a large wholesale
dealer in all kinds of lumber and also
In the manufacturing of same in Michigan. The gentleman will leave this
evening for the lumber lands and will
spend several days In examining the
tonight.
same.

t

-

til
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Spring Fever.
Spring fever is anotner name for Ml
lousness. It is more serious than most
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
people think. A torpid liver and inacIs a most important factor in the
tive bowels mean a poisoned system.
If neglected, serious Illness may follow
jewelry worn, and best results are'
such symptoms. De Witt's Little Early
obtained from artistic designs and
Risers remove all danger by stimulattasteful settings. Our rings, brooching the liver, opening the bowels and
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
cleansing the system of impurities.
and quality found only in jewelry of
Safe pills. Never gripe. "I have taken
the finest make.
dieting. That only further weakens the DeWitt's Little Early Risers for torpid
system. You need wholesome, rxength-enln- liver every spring for years," writes R.
Carrie
the Largest
Flour, O rain
food. Kodol enables you to as- M. Everly, Moundsvllle, W. Va. "They
and float EiUoslv
similate what you eat by digesting It do me more good than anything I have
of
Stock
and Provisions.
JEWELER.
without the stomach's aid. J. II. ever tried." J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and
Staple
Groceries
O'Rielly & Co., and B. H. Briggs & Co. B. H. Briggs & Co.
Watch inspector A., T, & S. F.
Mclilty .
Car lots
foaod outbwMt.
o
4
and S. F. P. RailroadB.
Tne Prevailing Fad.
DEATH OF FATHER M'DONALD.
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS. .
For the occult, the mythical and me
OeX3OOeooexoexOeoOOX0
deastrological,
inspired
a
clever
has
He Succumbed to Consumption at the signer
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
to utilize the idea by producing
Sanitarium Yesterday Afternoon.
series of twelve unique and beautiful
Rev. K. S. McDonald, of Cynthiana. adesigns
for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
Ky., died Friday afternoon at the saniJL
L
IT J
J.1J J.
sign, the rilling planet, the gem to be
tarium, in Santa Fe, of consumption. worn,
the appropriate flower.the astral
He had made a brave fight againBt the
and a jingling rhyme referring
dread disease, having spent the past colors
two years in the west to seek relief, al- thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
ready to embroider. Price for
most a year of which was spent at colors,
and back, C5 cents, at the EconoSanta Fe, but he had come too late top
and all that could be done was to pro- mist.
long life for a little while. He was 30
Notice.
U. S. DEPOSITORY
Orders from the outside solicited and
years old and had charge of a parish
Owing
of economizto
neceslty
the
Covington,
Ky.,
coming to ing In
at
before
for
Depository
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pethe
impossipromptly attended to.
the city's finances it is
the west. He was a popular priest at ble to expend
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
the amount of money rehis home and made many friends in
in hiring a wagon and employthe west. He leaves a sister in Ken- quired
206 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M;
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
tucky. Mother Sebastian, superioress ing labor for the purpose of watering
of the order of the Sisters of Charity, trees. We therefore call upon citizens
Capital,
Paid
up
and
Surplus
profits..
$200,000.00
is his cousin. The remains were sent who have the welfare of the city at
AND
DIRECTORS:
OFFICERS
of
in
trees
who
front
heart
and
have
O0eX)eKX)e)0eKeX3X)eX3eK)eX0
east for burial. The brother of the dehomes to see that the same are
ceased priest, Thomas McDonald, who their
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presl- properly .watered until such time as
:.,
has leen in Santa Fe some tta)e,
- dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
the city can again take charge of the
the remains.
- A ' B. McMillan.
Very respectfully,
work.
II. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - C. F. MYERS, Mayor.
Virulent Cancer Cured.
Startling proor of a wonderful adDuring the absence of the regular
vance in medicine Is given by druggist driver
for the Imperial laundry, E. R.
G. W. Roberts, of Elizabeth, W. Va. An
Edgar, detained from duty by the
old man there had long suffered with death
of his little child, any customer
what good doctors pronounced incura- who may
overlooked by the new
They believed his case driver will be
ble cancer.
confer a favor on the manhopeless till he used Electric Bitters agement
by notifying the office by
and applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
which treatment completely cured Ulm.
' The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
&
When Electric Bitters are used to exAnnual Italian Picnic.
jf pel bilious, kidney and microbe potsoha
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
The C. Colombo Benevolent society
at the same time this salve exerts its
one of the best lodges of its kind in
matchless healing power, blood dis- the city will give its annual picnic on
eases, skin eruptions, ulcers and sores Sunday, July 20, and President L. Gra-d- l
vanish. Bitters 50c, Salve 25c at all
X)X00000XXK)X)
and a committee of lodge members
druggists.
have selected the grove of trees, this
side of the Barelas bridge, as the place
INJUNCTION MADE PERPETUAL. for holding the picnic. The rustling
committee experts to bo out ahu
The El Paso & Southwestern Railway among the people with tickets for sale.
In a few days. No one should turn tue
Restrained From Entering El Paso
Over the Southern Pacific
committee down, but all should pur
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Right of Way.
chase a ticket or two.
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
Judge F. W. Parker Friday afterIN
Owing to our limited floor space and Sherwin-WilliaBuilding Paper ALWAYS STOCK.
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
noon at Doming made perpetual the
propose,
we
pianos,
large
of
our
stock
&
injunction
against
El
the
Paso
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
PLA3TKB
Covers More I Looks Best I Wears Long-e- SASH. DOORS, BLINDS,
Southwestern Railway company as to during the coming week, to offer exFall Measure I LIMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kte
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & 8ANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Most Economical
prospective
to
ceptional
inducements
way
into El Paso claimed
the right of
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
First 5tret and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
by the Southern Pacific Railway com- piano purchasers. Hall & Learnard.
up.
20
35
j
cents
Our
prices
we
from
to
cent
at
suit
blend
consider equal
pany, reserving the right to the El
figIt takes years of experience, fine
Paso & Southwestern to apply for uring
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
and shrewd manipulation of tue
may
necessary
In
crossings
which
be
we
teas;
keep the very best to be bad
Everyone knows that
As to
supply to provide the highest
building over the new right of way market
grade furniture and earpets at the lowin the territory.
selected by the El Paso & Southwest- est
prices, as well as years of honest
ern.
and straightforward business
The application of Solicitor General endeavor
E. L. Bartlett on behalf of the territory methods to establish weour reliability
SIMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
214 W. Railroad Ave
of New Mexico to Intervene in the case and superiority as company,have done.
end
'west
furniture
of the United States vs. the Rio Futrella
Finest
Grande Dam and Irrigation company, of viaduct.
Whiskies,
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
by
was
Judge
taken
under
advisement
Brandies,
0XD00OeX3000X30OtX3fX
The McSpadden Transfer
Tarker.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
t
Wines,
etc.
161
company have moved
1,
1902.
pianos since January
Leads Them Ail.
o
"'One Minute cougn Cure beats all
KELLY
CO. other
cents,
25
two
for
cigars,
Statehood
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
medicines I ever tried for coughs,
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
o
colds, croup and throat aud lung troubKeep Cool!
No. 115.
Telephone
Bell
les," says Dr. D. Soott Currin, of
Wear the right kind of underwear
(Incorporated)
K)Utnf'
Cough
Cure such as we sell for 50c and $1.00 per
Pa. One Minute
III lfld
is the only absolutely safe cough rem- suit. Simon Stern, the Railroad Aveedy which acts immediately. Mothers nue Clothier.
everywhere testify to the good it has
o
WHOLESALE
done their little ones. Croup Is so sud.
We are prepared to quote figures
den in its attacks that the doctor often that will Interest buyers .Hall ii.
arrives oo late. It yields at once to Learnard.
Wool, Hides,
o
One Minute Cough Cure. Pleasant to
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
take. Children like it. Sure cure for
o
grip, bronchitis, coughs. J. H. O'Rielly
We handle
Some new volets will be heard at
ic, Co., and B. H. Briggs
c Co.
benefit concert on
McC'une's
Miss
Ida
K. C. Baking Powder,
June 24.
Annual Italian Picnic.
Navajo Blankets,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
The C. Colombo Benevolent society"
Curtice Canned Good,
Special sale of furnishing goods,
one of the best lodge s or Its kind In
for men and
Colorado Lard and Meats.
the city will give its annual picnic oh hats, shoes and clothing
,
Sunday, July 20, and President L. Gra-d- l boys at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
opporami a committee of lodge members Company. Do not miss this
tTBtND.Kfc- Houses at
have selected the grove of trees, this tunity.
o
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI side of the Barelas bridge, as the place
X
SHIP.YOUR PELTS TO
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
,
for holding the picnic. The rustling
VEGAS, N. M, AND
BEARRUP
BROS. & CO
expects
be
to
committee
out
and
Demlng
are
Agricultural lands in
N. M.
among the people with tickets for sale,
for fertility, production of
In a few days. No one should turn the fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
committee down, but all should purTin, galvanized iron and copper
chase a ticket or two.
work. Albuquerque Hardware
From this day on we will sell HamAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
mocks at cost. We have too many and
will sell at cost rather than carry over.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Demlng, the seat of the n.w county
Hawley on the corner, Gold and Sec- of Luna.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
ond street.
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
Iron and B asu Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys
The Percales we 6ell at 5 cents per
CORSETS
UNON
SALE
AN
AT
B.
Stern.
Orade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
yard are very scarce. Leon
Fir6t-clas- 8
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
BROS.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Please write us for Drices.

DECORATIVE
EFFECT

A Real Friend.
"I suffered from dyspepsia and indigestion for fifteen years," says W. T.
Sturdevant, of Merry Oaks, N. C.
"After I had tried many doctors and
medicines to no avail one of my friends
persuaded me to try Kodol. It gave
Immediate relief. I can eat almost anything I want now and my digestion is
good. I cheerfully recommend Kodol."
Don't try to cure stomach trouble by

T. Y. MAYNARD,

V.

i

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

g

WO.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Plumbing and Heating.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
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ZEIGER CAFE
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
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FOUND A HOME!
S. VANN&SON,

J
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Jewelers and Opticians.
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

FOUNDRY

SIDE RAILROAD

TRACK,

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Pernios bas Just been incorporated.

Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.

Wool

CLUB BUILDING.

Pullers and Tanners,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

New Mexico Towns
SAN MARCIAL.

From the Pee.
It Is reported that Joseph McQnlllln
has purchased the W. H. Kremls residence.

O. H. Sweet ia vlaltlnf? points In
Krnsas and expects to be absent about

two weeks.
The flour mill Is grinding a few
thousand pounds of wheat lately delivered.
Chas. E. Owlngs Is figuring on moving to Belen, to take charge of John
Becker's flour mill, about the first of
the month.
San Marclal lodge No. 5, A. O. U. W.,
selected It present leading officers
for another term. They are Francis
.
recorder; H. H. Howard, financier; W. G. Lane, receiver.
Park Phlpps. a Chicago attorney,
an C. B. Wlllard. a memoer of e
eynlicate that now controls the
Iaris gran... were here looking over
the rant. Improvements are contemplated and the first move may be the
fercing of the entire grant.
Th9 Armstrong Bros, have purehas
ed the lots adjoining their business
blork. The long row of adobe rooms
in ;:ie rear of the building occupied
by the Drs. Crulckshank as an office
are to be put in good shape and partially used as a liquor warehouse. OthThis
er improvements will follow.
purchase places the Armstrongs in the
lead as large holders of real estate in
San Marclal.
Vll.-on-

1

i--

Ar-mr.- n

Hot Weather Weakness.
If you feel fagged out, listless and
lacking in energy, you are perhaps suffering from the debilitating effects of

summer weather. These symptoms indicate that a tonic is needed that will
create a healthy appetite, make digestion perfect, regulate the bowels and
impart natural activity to the liver.
This, Herbtne will do; it is a tonic, laxative and restoratlva. H. J. Freegard,
proprietor Grand View Hotel, Cheney,
Kan., writes: "I have used Herblne
for the last 12 years, and nothing on
earth can oeat It. It was recommended to me by Dr. Newton, Newton,
Kan." 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
B. Ruppe.

LAS CRUCES.

From the Progress.
The little daughter of Mrs. L. C.
Woodson is ill with a light attack of
typhoid fever.
W. S. Gilliam and family have removed from Me8illa Park to their
ranch near Earlham, where they will
spend the summer.
Mrs. O. H. Brown and little daughter
left for Modoc to spend a few weeks at
that resort.
F. H. White, accompanied by his
mother and the family of D. A. Creamer, left for a camping trip to the White
mountains.
Mrs. A. Jacoby, accompanied by her
daughters. Misses Clara and Lydia. left
for southern California, where they
will spend the summer.
P. H. Bailey killed a large wild cat
on bis ranch near Anthony, which is
being mounted by Charles Wilkinson.
The cat is one of the largest that has
ever been seen in this part of the country.
The married men of Las Cruces have
challenged the boys for a game of base
ball on the Fourth of July, which will
In all probability be pulled off if the
"Ginmarried men can get
ger."
Miss Lulu Weeks left for Chicago,
where she will visit for severa? weeks
before returning to her home in Clinton, Michigan. The boys in the valley
are evidently pretty slow or they
would never have let her go back.
But there are rumors that the lucky
man lives in Michigan, so that gives
some excuse to our boys.
If you desire a good complexion use
Mokl Tea, a pure nerD drink. It acts
on the liver and makes the skin smooth
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
nd 50c. Money refunded if it does not
tisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
,2o., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
I. O'Rlelly & Co., and B. H. Brlggs &
Co.

o

SOCORRO.
From the Chieftain.
J. Leon Knapp returned from a trip
to Albuquerque.
F. C. Williams went up to Cerrillos
the first of the week to work in the

smelter.

Prof. F. A. Jones left for a sojourn
or ten days in the Oscura mountains.
A. D. Coon says that he will have a
good crop of fruit from his orchard
south of town.
F. Fisher has Just sold sixty-twhead of stock horses to Cripple Creek,
Colo., parties at a good price.
Will Fullerton was in town on his
way home from Albuquerque where he
went to sell his wool.
Mrs. C. L. Herrlck, of Albuquerque,
Is a guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Terry on Fischer avenue.
Socorro has experienced decided
summer weather for several lav;. the
temperature going aa high as l2 degrees.
There were 1.200 rac ks of o''l in.
Magdalena the first of t.ie week Most
of it was purchased by ilie Becker-Blacwell Co.
The first crop of alfalfa In this vicinity wa3 a fine one end the prospect is
good for the second crop.
Dr. C. G. Duncan has movjd Irto
fti Fl.
new office on California
door north of h'n residence.
Prof. F. A. Jo::ea has bought a comfortable home in Albuquerque, and lie
and family will take up tlieir residence
..

there

in

the near future.

Mr:, riimcn

?ttrn aul children (f

were placed In the form of a cross
with the head pointing to the east.
There were fourteen coins in the main
piece of the cross and twelve In the
piece forming the arms.
Eighteen
inches from the head were found two
by
coins standing
themselves. Sam
Geek has two of the coins and has exhibited them to several of our citziens.
There are many stories of hidden
treasure and lost mines in these mountains and it is thought by some that
these coins would furnish a clue If
their significance could be rightly interpreted. Las Cruces Progress.

Fishing parties are the "just right"
thing now. A little water, a few fish,
plenty of heat, well filled lunch bas
kets, and a merry time so they say.
Mrs. William Palmer was in town
the fore part of the week with prodMrs. William
uce from her ranch.
Palmer. Jr., Is residing with her moth
er in Colorado.
A. Sangre. the prospector, is dally
looking for mineral in the hills north
of this place. He has great hopes of
making a rich discovery. His laitn,
hope and perseverance ought to be re'

warded.

Improvements to real estate are the
order of the day here now. W. R. Lawrence has contracted to repair the
school house" and other buildings. We
are going to put an our store clothes
and try to look nice and pleasant when
the mas with the dough comes to invest in real estate.
Energy all gone? Heachache? Stom
ach out of order? Simply a case of
torpid liver. Burdock Blood Bitters
will make a new man or woman of you.
DEMING.
From the Headlight.
James Kelly, who for the past year
has been assistant postmaster at this
place, left for his home In Indiana.
F. R. Pollard, who recently took a
position with W. J. Wamel as bookkeeper left for Portage, Wis., having
been offered a much more lucrative
situation as cashier of a large lumber
concern at that place.
Harry Harris, who for so long a time
has been employed as a bartender at
the Aquarium has resigned and gone
to work at his trade, carpentering, ror
the Bisbee road. Mr. Harris' healtn
was not good and he thought that out
of door employment might be Benefic
ial.
Sheriff Hlggina, of Roswell, was a
visitor In Dealing this week. Mr. Hig-glns came here for the purpose of taking Walter McGonlgal over to Rosweil
for trial there. McGonlgal is cnargea
with the same offense there as that he
stood trial in this county: Obtain
ing money unaer false pretenses.
John Corbett, James Irvine and J. B.
Hodgdon have during the past week
had a cement sidewalk placed in front
of their residences and now that part
of Demlng looks a whole lot better In
consequence.
Mr. Corbett had a walk
laid on the south side of his lots, 142
feet In length.
There has been within the past two
months, over fifteen hundred feet of cement sidewalk laid In different parts
of this city. It must be admitted by
all that this is a pretty good showing
for our town. And in addition to this
amount placed there Is about half as
much more contracted for that will be
put down tais fall.
Henry Nordhaus met with more luck
last Tuesday than falls to the lot of an
ordinary mortal usually In one day.
Mrst, he received a telegram announcing that he was a "grandpa," and then
he succeeded in purchasing the lot just
south of the one where he is at present
Mr. Nordhaus has
doing business,
wanted this lot for a number of years,
And only last Tuesday succeeded In
making satisfactory arrangements with
Oito Smith, the former owner. The
telegram referred to stated that on
the morning of the 17th Mrs. Frank
Ward, nee Nordhaus, had become the
mother of a fine twelve pound girl, at
;ier home In Kirkville, Mo. And now
boys, don't forget that Morris Is now
"I'ucle Morris."
Happy Time In Old Town.
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Preserved

J. M. riOORE

Women often astonish new acquaint
snces, who are Introduced to a large
family of strong boys and healthy girls,
who call this young looking woman
mother. It is popularly supposed that
maternity is the foe
of beauty, and the
worn and faded face
of many a mother
seems to warrant the
belief. But it ia hard
to believe that nature
should compel a
Filthy Temples In India.
woman to sacriSacred cows otten defile Indian temfice the rightful
ples, but worse yet Is a body that's poldower of her
luted by constipation. Don't permit It.
beauty in order
Cleanse your system with Dr. King's
to carry out a
New Life Pills and avoid untold misnatural function
ery. They give lively livers, active
of her being.
bowels, good digestion, fine appetite.
And nature does
Only 25c at all druggists.
rtot. The pains
and sufferings
UNDER THE

Albuquerque,
came down to visit
Messrs. M. Loewensteln and Jos. Price
and families.
W. A. Cozine. while sleeping In the
open air In Water canyon one night
last week, was bitten through the nose
by a skunk. Mr. Cozine is under Pr.
Kornltzer's rare and it is hoped that
no bad results will follow the bite.
Haynes Howell went to Cerrillos and
Immediately entered upon the duties
of assayer at the smelter. This Is another illustration of the fact that
young men with a diploma from the
School of Mines are always In demand. '
The Albuquerque Citizen recently
announced that "Mrs. Doctor KittreU"
departed Monday morning for her
WHEELS.
The only Doctor
home in Socorro.
Kittrell known In Socorro avows that Serious Accident in the Railway Yards
there must be some mistake abroad,
Las Vegas.
that he is still a bachelor and that he A serious at
accident happened Saturlias not even declared his Intentions to
day morning about 8:40 on the city
be otherwise.
track, back of the Santa Fe freight
Cholera Morbus a Dangerous Disease. house, in Las Vegas, by which Juan
In many instances attacks of cnolera Leyba, a native alout 43 years of age,
morbus terminate fatally before medi- will probably lose his life, says the
cine can be procured or a physician Record.
Leyba and several other men were
summoned. The safe way Is to keep
at hand a reliable medicine for use In unloading a car of machinery for the
such cases. For this purpose there is El Porvenir Coal company, and were
nothing so sure as Cnamberlain's Col- in the act of lifting a large derrick apic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. W. paratus, when the switch engine bumpE. Bosworth. of Lafayette, Ala., says: ed into the string of cars, of which the
"In June, 1900, I had a serious attack car on which the men were working
of cholera morbus and one dose of was the end. Leyba was standing on
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar- the edge of the nat car, and tne hard,
rhea Remedy t&ve me relief in fifteen sudden jar threw him backwards on
the rail, when two wneels passed over
or sale by all druggists.
minutes."
his entire left side, terribly mangling
RINCON.
the body from head to foot. The men
Jumped down immediately and pulled
From Las Cruces Progress.
him off the track before the other cars
Everybody Is back from the hot could run
over him. but too late, probsprings, greatly benefited by the baths. ably, to save the life of their friend,
Professor Jordan is here visiting who, without a murmur, soon lapsed
relatives. He is the guest of Dr. C. A. Into unconsciousness. The injured
Brown.
man was conveyed to his home on the
There is not a drop of water in the west side and a physician called.
river and below Colorado the water is Leyba is a widower, and has a grown
turned Into their ditch. Wharfinger's daughter who has been keeping house
fees will be light here this season.
for him. He is in poor circumstances,
There are posters up alout town an
if he does live will be maimed for
nouncing a big time on the Fourth of and
life.
July, and inviting everybody and his
L. H. ena, a cousin of the Injured
not barred.
wife. Mothers-in-laman. has grewsome relics of the acci

"We felt very nappy,' writes R. N.
Bevlll, Old Town, Va., "when Bucklen's
Arnica Salve wholly cured our daughter of a bad case of scald head." It deof suffeii"? from ladigoption if you eat lights all who use it for cuts, corns,
want, cr of starving yourself burns, bruises, boils, ulcers, eruptions.
what
to avoi.l r,uch dibtress? Acker's Dys- Infallible for piles. Only 25c at all
pepsia Tablets taken after eating will druggists.
digest your food perfectly and free
A Curious Find.
you from all the disagreeable symptoms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
It was reported in town this week
what you want at any time and take an that some buried coin had been found
Positively at the head of Fillmore canyon. A par
Acker tablet afterward.
guaranteed. Your money will always ty of wood shoppers, while getting
be refunded if you are not satisfied. wood for the concentrator at the
Write to us for a free sample. W. H. Mouoc mine, unearthed some Mexican
Hooker & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. dollars about fifty years old. The
O'Rlelly Si Co., and B. H Brlggs & Co. coins were all standing on edge and
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dent, and nonchalently showed the re
porter several small bones which were
picked up from the mangled body and
which he is carefully preserving in his
pockets.
Leyba Is well known and worked for
Marguerlto Romero for a number of
years.
A report from the Injured man late
this afternoon says that It is probable
he will live, but one leg and one arm
must Fe amputated.
How to Avoid Trouble.
Now Is the time to provide yourself
and family with a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and 'Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is almost certain to b
leeded before the summer Is over, an
,f procured now may lave you a triv
to town in the night or in your busiest
season. It is everywhere admitted to
be the most successful medicine In use
for bowel complaints, both for children
and adults. No family can afford to be
without it. For sale by all druggists.

(ESTABLISHED

Real Estate, '
Fire Insurance,
Loans
OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESPROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RE8IDENT8
AND

TATE AND

There is no poison so highly contagious,
so deceptive and so destructive. Dou't b
too sure you are cured because ail external
sign of the disease have disappeared, and
tne uoctor says you are well. Many persons have been dosed with Mercury and
Potash for months or years, and pronounced cured to realize when too late
that the disease was only covered up

Uko Begets

Uo.

out again, and to their sorrow and mortification find those nearest utul dearest to
them have been infected by this loath,
some disease, for no other poison is nc
surely transmitted from parent to child
as this. Of len a bad case of Rheumatism.
Catarrh, Serofula or severe skin disease,
an old sore or ulcer developing in middle
life, can be traced to blood oison con- -

ot

MINING.

MANAGER OP

writes "1 have been
to write tinma
ever since my baby was born in regard to what
Prescription has done for me.
rour ' Favorite
praise it enough, for I have not been
as well for five rears as I am now. tn Tulv loot
I had a baby boy, weight
lbs., and I was only
sick a short time, and since I got up have not
naa one sick day. I have not had anv uterine
trouble since I got up. I was not only surprised
myself but all my friends here arc surprised to
see me so well."

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

" Favorite Prescription " has the testi
mony of thousands of women to its com
plete cure of womanly diseases. Do not
accept an unknown and unproved substitute in its place.
ur. rierce's Pleasant Pellets clear tba
complexion and sweeten the breath.

oooooooooo ooooooooooo

Knights of Pythias.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4,
Knights of Pythias All
members are requested to
be present at their Castle
Hall on Gold avenue at 8
o'clock tonight. Visitors

BACHECHI

2

WHOLESALE

&

GIOMI

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and

welcomed.
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
K. of R. & S.

PHILLIPS,

Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
Is again In her studio, u& North Third
street. Parties who wish fine work In
artistic photography, should call and
leave their orders for the new carbon
photo, the latest In photographic are.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.
Demlng,
Mexico.

the coming city of New

Deming ships over 100,000 head of
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the southwest and cattle men all know this.

Statehood cigars, two for

Ber Supplies,
We carry a full stock of Manito.u, Apolllnaras and Hunyadl waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Letups' St. Louis
beer, and also for ML Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.

L

GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
No. ib7 S.

NEW TELEPHONE 265.

VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIBBONS. VELVET RIBBONS. ROSENWALD BROS.

We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best on
ne market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
avenue.
SHOT HIMSELF.
o
We sell more shoes than all other
A Visitor to Taos Ends His Earthly stores combined.
You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.
Career With a Bullet.
A stranger, supposed to be Jose de
Demlng has a magnificent school
Jesus Cruz, committed suicide Thurs- system.
day evening about 6 o'clock by shootu
The
ing himself through the head.
Just received a large shipment of
tragedy occurred on the Pueblo road Japanese
and Chinese matting. Albert
about 100 yards above the postofflce, Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
at Taos. A revolver was used, the
bullet entering near the right temple.
Investments in Demlng lots will
double and treble in one year.
Cough.
Whooping
My little son had an attack of whoopHave you- - Been that blue enameled
ing cough and was threatened with steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardpneumonia; but for Chamberlain's ware company's store. It is the most
Cough Remedy we would have had a beautiful and ornamental ware ever
serious time of it. It also saved him seen in Aljuquerque.
from several severe attacks of croup.
H. Ji Strickfaden, editor Woriu-IIer-ald- ,
Demlng will be
great smelter
Fair Haven, Wash. For sale by center. Two largethe
plants will be Indruggists.
all
stalled within the year.
o
Workmen have been engaged durDemlng! Have you been there? If
ing the past week In cutting down the not, you should get there for
big
graue, straightening the track, and sale of lots on the 17th of this the
month.
preparing for the double track on the
curve north of the Harvey eating
READ OTjit ADVERTISEMENT.
house at Raton.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Gtssttagmus

A

AB3TRACT8

incident to

motherhood are,
to a large extent, unnatural.
This is proved
by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, which prevents and cures
nausea, tranquilizes the nerves, encourages the appetite, induces refreshing
sleep, and makes the baby's advent practically painless.
Mr. Orrin Stiles, of Downing. Dunn Co., Wit,
:
intending

D. E.

1888.)

First

St, Albuquerque,

N. M.
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B.

RUPPE,

r-- 3

PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

25 cents."

Office Chief Quartermaster. Denver.
Colo., June 16, 1902. Sealed proposals
'.n triplicate, will be received here and
at office of quartermaster at each post
neiow namea, until 11 a. m., July 21,
1902, for furnishing forage and straw.
at Forts Apache, Grant, Huachuca. A.
T.; Forts Bayard and Wingate, N. M.;
Forts Douglass and DuChesne, Utah:
Forts D. A. Russell, McKenzie and
Washakie, Wyo.; Fort Logan and Den-veColo., ami fuel, forage and straw
at Whipple Barracks, Arizona, during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903.
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Proposals for quantities less than the
whole required, or for delivery at
points other than those named, will be
entertained. United States reserves
right to reject any or all bids or part
thereof. Information furnished on ap
plication here or at offices of respect
ive post quartermasters. Envelopes to
be marked "Proposals for Fuel, Forage
and Straw." J. W. POPE, chief quar
termaster.

.11.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M.

tho PafOnS.
in early Tho Sln
life, for it remains smoldering in the sysTHOUSANDS SAVED By
tem forever, unless projierly treated and
driven out in the lei;innuiE
S. S 5
the only antidote for this peculiar virus,
the only remedy known that can over
come it and drive it out of the blood, and For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
it doe this so thoroughly and effectually
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
that there is never a return of the disease
Mail Orders Recelv Prompt Attention
to embarrass or humiliate you afterwards This wonderful medicine positivelv
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
cures Contagious Wood
Poison in any and all cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
Albuqueraue. New Mexlcc.
stages; contains no lironclutis, Asthma, Pneumonia, 501 North Ffrt Street
mineral to break down Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LfiGrippe,
your constitution : it is Hoarseness, Sore 1 hroatandW hoop
purely vegetable and the only blood purifier known that cleanses the blood and ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
at the same time builds up the general
NO CURE. NO PAY.
and Grain.
health.
fllCE 50c.nd$l. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
Our little book on contagious blood
Imported French and Italian
poison is the most complete and instrucDEALERS IN
tive ever issued; it not only tells all
A.
Qoods.
about this disease, but also bow to cure
FIRE
AND
INSURANCE
UOUORS.
GROCERIES
yourself at home. It is free sod should
Sole agents for 5an Antonio Lime.
be in the bands of everyone seeking a
Cure Send for it
Secretary Mutual Buildlnf issoclstlct
Free dellTery to
1 parts of the city.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATUNM 0V.
Telephone 847.
Office at J. v. Baidndge's Lvnbe? V
ll3 n5
North
fitre

J.

PALMER.

Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Toti & Gradi

E.

WALKER

nl

m
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Bailroad Topics
N. A. Kennedy, of San Marclal,
went to Peorta, 111., to be absent about a month.
It is hard to keep operators at Rin-co-

about

five

r.

changes having taken

place in one month.
Charles Gill, nurse at the local railway hospital, will leave in a few days
for a visit in Chicago.
George Haines, an injured brakeman
at the local hospital, expects to report
for duty some time this week.
The families of Emery Comstock
and Harry Armstrong, of San Marclal,
have gone out to the mountains.
The family of Engineer John Gallagher are to join him at San Marclal
this month, to become residents.
Reports from the local railway hospital are to the effect that all the patients are slowly but surely getting
well.
Miss Teresa Ericson, a trained nurse
from Chicago, has arrived, and nas
taken a position at the local railway

hospital.
The steam shovel gang finished the
work near Rincon and will now put in
a few days at the mesa south of San
Marclal.

'

They are furnishing the
completed.
lunch room and the bedrooms and ex
pect to open In a very few days. This
will please the railroad men very much
as it is almost impossible for them to
get anything to eat at night. As most
of the trains pass Rincon at night it
will certainly be an accommodation to
them.
The Needles Eys says: W. C. An- ble, chairman of the general grievance
committee of the Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen, was in Needles last
Tuesday. Mr. Auble was' on his way
to Kansas City, where a general con
ference of trainmen will be held .ae
latter part of this month. He will vlsft
all the lodges along the Santa Fe

route.
The Newton
says: About thirty miles of the Eastern Oklahoma branch pas opened for
operation last Sunday by the Santa Fe.
When the line is finished it will reach
from Newklrk to Paul's valley and will
make a double track for the Santa Fe
and Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe be
tween those points.
Agent DeBerry. of the El Paso
Southwestern, informs the Demlng
Headlight that he has received bills
of lading for a lot of new passenger
coaches for the above road. These
cars were shipped from Wilmington.
Del., on the 10th of this month and
may be expected any day. This will
be a much needed improvement over
the cars now in use on that road.
Kansan-Republica-

n

ESCAPED FROM ROOM.
An

inmate of the Insane Asylum Got
Away.
LAS VEGAS NOTES.

Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, June 2t. The Norma)
band was out serenading last night.
Mrs. Ed Ward and Marshal Curt-rigreturned this afternoon from
Denver,
where Mabel Bair, Mrs.
Ward's daughter, was put in the House
of Good Shephard.
Mrs. M. V. Lubeck returned this afternoon from a six weeks visit in Chicago.
Mrs. Edward Weil and family and
Mrs. Samuel Goldsmith returned this
afternoon to Ocate, after spending sev-

eral months here.
Mrs. A. B. Smith and daughter Alice
leturned this afternoon from Los An-

geles.
F. C. Fox came down In his private
car from the north this afternoon.
Robert Ollnger and W. E. Johnson
are here from Mesllla Park on their
way to Durango, Colo. They are trav-el'n- g
overland on pack mules and
stopped off here to see friends.

Bad Blood

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited
Calls attention to the fact that:
It 1j the only Standard Guage Rout from the United States frontier to Mexico City.
It Is the only line In Mexico that can offer the traveling public
the convenience and comforts of Standard Quage Pullman Drawing
Room Sleepers, lighted by Plntsch Gas.
It Is the only line by which you can fcavel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
Mo., to Mexico City v
St.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thl.-teemillion In- habitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.

m

Pimples, rashes, eczema,
boils, headache, nervousness,
debility these are some of
the results of impure blood.
Medical authorities agree
that impure blood can be
made pure and rich. Your
doctor will tell you about
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. AntJi..

AVE! CO.,

Uwtll,

Mass.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
West Gold avenua, juquerque, N. M.
8pecia)t)es--Reportsurveys and maps;
plana and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery ; custom assaying: and analysis.

3

C. R. HUDSON, G. F. A P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK. A. G. P. A. Mexico City.
W. 8. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
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Tell me the name and address of your friend In the
East who might be Induced to come West this summer. I
will furnish him, or her, with complete information regarding the low excursion rates and the best routes, reserve
berths, and do everything possiole to make vour friend's
journey comfortable and pleasant.
If you're going East, I should be glad to do as mucn for
you.

IllllilliPlllI

DENVER.

I

THE ,
TIME
YOU

SAVE,
THE
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It's Just a Cough

E. G.

SUPERB SERVICE AT DiNING
TIONS; THE EXCELLENT

J,

EQUIPMENT

STA-

AND

THE ATTENDANT COMFORT AND CONVENOONDUCTED TOUUST CARS
EAST HAVE POPULARIZED
THE SANTA FE

AND

IENCE OF PERSONALLY
GOING

IN
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For the Sulphur Hot Springs
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION

Situate4 in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
Albuquerque three times a week.
REASONABLE
TERMS
Geo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.

C0KC030000C0K00
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THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY
FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

Used In the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
the market Recommended by the best
medical authority in the land.

Sold exclusively by

MORELLO BROS., """IXiX;?

f

)OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
1932

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole agents for casino and 0:a brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

J. A. SKINNER
DeUei-

street

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth
Free dellyery.
Orders solicited.
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Staple and

Fancy Groceries

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second

DOOOOO

208

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE,
U. M.

Alausard's Mills,
Garcia & Co The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
Pelts

Sheep,

.

INTERESTING

COUNTRY TRAVERSED, THE

FORYOU

a

9

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

tX

The Union
Market

I

G. W. VALLEftY, Central Agtnt,l

DIBS'.
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Please.
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OSTEOPATHY.

Dr. Conner.
seven young ladies.
Henry Blgnell has taken a contract
Port, irradiiate of Dr. A. V. Still's School
Dollman,
switch
of
one
Frank
the
Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Jrta Luna: trou
from the Santa Fe puting on breakmen, has gone east. His departure of
ble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
waters at some of the arroyos in the
Office. Whiting- building, rooms 21 and
was
is
and
sudden
rumored
it
rather
vicinity of Rincon.
that he left a few merchants holding 23; Automatic telephone, 164.
J. E. McMahon. who has been the
a bag. He took his brother s trunk
DENTISTS
chief dispatcher for the Santa Fe at
and clothes, also.
VeRaton, has been transferred to Las
Howe show people got a run for
The
My dental office win be closed until
gas, F. Folgen taking his place at RaA Splendid Remedy.
their money in Raton, and the Raton- - June 22. E. J. Alger.
ton.
KpiiroWln rvnina rheumatism, lum- - ites did, also. The ticket agent got a
Engineer Chas. Shepherd and family rbago and Bclatic pains yield to the pen bullet through his wind pipe for workLAWYERS
left Needles for Los Angeles. Mr. etrating innuence oi uauara s onow ing the short change game and the
Shepherd will return to that town in a Liniment. It penetrates to the nerves suckers paid for six sheel games that
Cernard 8. Rodey
W, Albuquerque, 1
ATTOR.N
few .days, after locating his family at and bene, and being absorbed into the were run.
M.
Prompt
attention given to all business
conCochran,
Sophie
Miss
Gil
Norris
are
the coast.
blood, its healing properties
pertaining to the profession. Will pracThos. Johnson, the faithful night veyed to every part of the body and christ and Miss Helen Blake contested tice In all courts of the territory and beoratory
for
Springer
D.
for
medal
F.
and fore the United States land office.
the
vard foreman, secured a lay off and effect 6ome wonderful cures. Mr.
with his family left last Saturday night Moore, agent Illinois Central railway, literature Friday at the Normal. The
. M. Bond
not be given
for San Francisco and southern uau Milan. Tenn., states: "I have used decision of the judges will
42 F
N.
ATTORN
Ballard's Snow Liniment for rheuma- until commencement night at the op- W.,
fornia cities.
Washington, I C. Pensions, lands,
my
family.
era
It
house.
Li
etc,
backache,
tism,
patpatents,
copyrights,
cavlats,
I
letter
Dr. David J. Saylln, brother of Dr.
We could not do
Pedro Maestes, an inmate of the asy. ent, trade marks, claims.
Saylin. surgeon in charge of the local is a splendid remedy.
room
$1.00
lum,
from
his
at
escaped
in
25c,
50c
ue
and
it."
without
railway hospital, will arrive tonight
William D. Lee
Pharmacy, B. Kuppe.
third story of the building at midnight
from Los Angeles and will remain here
Oiflee, room 1
o
He broke the window and iron guards N.ATTORNET-AT-lAT. Armijo building.
Will
in the future.
and descended to the ground by aid of all tl courts of the territory. practice It
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Lawson Lowe, who was acting as
a rope into which he converted the
temporary stenographer In the city tic
Alvarado.
R. W. D. Bryan
bed clothing. When he skipped Pedro
Albuquerque, N.
ket office of the Santa Fe, at El Paso,
A. Dallman, New York; i. M. Weill. wore absolutely nothing not even a M.ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice,
Semple,
First National Bank bulldlnf
during the absence of Burt
San Francisco; J. W. Howerthfl Dal- smile of contentment and it is sup
has returned to Las Cruces.
las: A. W. Harris. Kingston, N. M.; posed that he Is secreting himself In
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNET-a.-UMrs. A. M. Warner, wife of the chief L. B. Smith, Winslow; L. A. Martin, the mountains. Diligent search is berooms i and
Cerril-los- ;
Armijo
N.
building, Albuquerque, N.M
T.
of
ing
Wescott,
R.
no
made,
W.
of
of
can
lue
Thomas.
him
be
trace
Trainmaster
but
Franklin, Pa.;
clerk
Mr.
Raton,
Joe;
from
at
St.
was
arrived
Robertson,
found. Maestes
admitted to the
Matt
Santa Fe. has
Ottawa, Kas., their former home. Mr. Scott. St. Louis; J. A. Karnhelm, Bos- asylum from Union county about eight ATTORNEY-AT-LA- E. W. DobsonOffice, Crom
Miss
Topeka;
now
in
ago.
at
home
ton, Mass.; F. R. Frost,
months
and Mrs. Warner are
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Captain Austin, Hon. Charles .A
Raton.
Braithwaite. Escanaba, Mich.; A. N.
Brasted,
S.
B.
John H. 8tingle,
Spiess, H. C. Robinson and Mr. Kelly
Engineer F. W. Jackson and family Brown. W. S. Baker, T.
ATTORNET-AT-LACromwell block
Mrs.
York;
Ely,
New
C.
Ra'ph
a
party
formed
to
Paso;
this
Fort
Sumner
El
Beach
where
Coronado
for
Needles
left
Syr- morning to attend the sale of the sheep Albuquerque, N. M.
they will join the dwellers of the tent William Barber, W. Willis Barber,
S. Van Slyck and of Juan Santistevan, to satisfy a mortPHY8ICIAN6
city for the summer. They expect to acuse, N. Y.; H.George
W. Spencer, gage held by the National bank of Trin
Paso;
wife,
El
tnree
for
coast
on
about
the
remain
' Dr. J. E. Bronson
Honolulu; Margaret Dolan, Galesburg, idad. Mr. Santistevan was formerly
months.
Homeopathlo Physician,
111.;
H. Young, Denver; Frank Bar- one of the most prominent ranchmen
Mrs. Mary Clement, of Pittsburg, rett. C.
17.
Room
Waiting Block.
Palo Alto, Cal.; K. W. Brown, San in the territory, but had bad luck
Pa,, sister of Engineer Clement, who Francisco;
l;
Mar-ciaJ. F. Mcisally, San
of late, and this sale will probably
DR.
I.
8AYLIN.
has been visiting her relatives in Ra
Sam Hartan, wife and child, Aus- wind up his affairs. It was also Mr
Physician and Surgeon.
ton for some days, left for the Dane
Santistevan's bank at Taos that failed
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time
short
?uerqiie. N. M. Private hours, 1 to 3 p. m.
tome days.
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Miss
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San
Engineer Chas. Ireland, of Needles
Nellie Kennedy,
pleted her ten months' term of school
left for the north. At Portland, Ore- Frank Kreener, Globe; Thomas C. at Wagon Mound, returned Saturday
Boyd,
gon, he will meet Mrs. Ireland and Highly and wire, St. Louis; John
tor her vacation.
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baby and accompany thenv to Los An Portland, Ind.; J. A. Raynolds, Chi- afternoon
The solicitors for members of the
geles, where they will remain during cago; P. Morrow, Richard Bouniler, St. proposed
Y. M. C. A. are doing weil,
Louis; Charles H. Smith. Sheboygan. and it seems
the summer.
the success of the ven
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smith shop at San Bernardino, left
rising young attorneys, wag
Bailey Kennedy, James Ken- querque's
Tucson, Arizona, where he has taken a Ohio;
in court here this morning.
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Kennedy,
nedy,
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Lorena
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In the case of James Conant vs.
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cific company.
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Manuel Armijo, Pena Blanca; F. KinW. L. Rynerson, a deputy sheriff of ney, F. H. Coleman, Lag Vegas; A. E. dering the defendant to turn the $1,500
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gambling
over
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the
Dona Ana
Tibliitts. Kansas City; E. W. Pierce, was dissolved, giving the victory to
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down at the Southern Pacific construc- La Junta.
deputy,
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Mr. Clay.
appointed
was
tion camps,
DISINFECTANT
The new stamp canceling machine
sheriff of El Paso county, Texas, by
Sturgec' Eurocean.
ANDTONIC.
Sheriff Boone, of El Paso.
Villiam Mcintosh. Chllili; Fred Dav- was set up in the postofflce Saturday
Dan Britton, a boilermaker In the enport, Cerillos: Mrs. Jennings, Clay- by an expert from Washington, and it
local Ehops, will go east In a few days. ton: Henry Laub, Los Angeles; W. A. grinds out the letters faster than they
POWDER
. nn .4. a vsir 13"
Mrs. H. F. Griffith and children, fam- Richards, St. Ixmis; . H. McGee, Den- can be counted.
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Mrs. C. C. Gise will entertain a num
ily of Conductor Griffith, departed yes- ver; Henry Siberman, Chicago; J. S.
' RtaiiTtft tc."'i, J
terday morning for her old home in Van Doren, Bluewater; G. O. Francis- ber of friends at cards next Thursday
roa
Michigan. They will be absent several co, Omaha: C. O. Wolf. Las Vegas; F. and Friday evenings. Mr. Gise will
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Elmer E. Veedt r, E. E. Tingley, Las in There
Saturday, and business from the K. G. Murphy
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comotive.
East
Las
day
country has brightened in the last
Springer
Kreniis Brothers
The family of J. D. Thompson, who
or two.
scalp
of
eczema
the
an
Scald
is
head
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
recently went to Topeka to take a job
very severe sometimes, but It can be
, ...San Marclal
J. W. McCoach
as foreman of the scrap iron gang, has cured.
and
quick
Ointment,
From
Doan's
Saved
Awful
An
Fate.
I'orterfleld Drug company. .Silver City
arrived there from Albuquerque, where permanent in its results. At any drug
"Everybody said 1 had consumption.' Keller & Pollard
El Paso. Tex.
Mr. Thompson was In the employ of
50 cents.
store,
writes Mrs. A. M. Shields, of Cham
the company until he lost part of his
bersburg. Pa. "I was to low after six
right hand under a steam hammer a
Broke the Record.
months of severe Bickness, caused by
few weeks ago.
Yesterday was the hottest day yet hay fever and asthma, that few
The Missouri Pacific ia increasing its and a record breaker
for June, the thought I could get well, but I learned
force at Fort Scott, Kas., on account of
reaching 95 degrees. of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's
good wheat prospects. The Santa Fe thermometer
to the mountains. Among New Discovery for consumption, used
policy is to wait until the wheat is in Many went
who went to Camp Whitcomb t, and was completely cured. For des
207 West Gold Avenue.
the farmers' wagons and on the way to those
and family. Mr. perate throat and lung diseases It is
town before they make any advance. It were D. W. L.Scruggs
world,
is
cure
ClemB.
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and
the
safest
T.
Curd,
Mrs.
the
Mrs.
J.
this rain continues the Santa Fe pollcv and
ents, Miss Elizabeth Gilbert, Mr. and fallible for coughs, colds and bronchial
will be the money saver.
Mrs. James D. Eakin, Edward Peltier, affections. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
Robert C. Short, chief clerk in the Lawrence Dry, Fred McSpadden. The $1.00. Trial bottles tree at all drug
Southern Pacific's freight house in summer people now at home at Camp gUts.
I.oa Angeles, at one time depot agent Whitcomb are Mrs. W. J. Oliver and
in San Bernardino, has been appointed child. Mrs. Horton Moore, Dr. B. H.
MADAME PHILIPPS
to the position of southern Califorr,'a Briggs and family, Dr. J. J. Henry,
freight agent to the Lake Shore Mer-han- t Miss Stingle. Dr. Strauther, Mrs. Wil216 South Second Street
If-Dispatch line. He will be under liam Loeb, Mrs. Menzie and son.
Singeing, shara- V.
.1, A. Gill, general agent for the company in California.
Read It in Hi Newspaper.
pooing.hair
dress
George Scbaub, a well known GerAnother contrivance of A. T. Parfitt,
is
ng, facial mas- foreman of the Topeka boiler shop, is man citizen of New Lebanon, Ohio,
to be put into use there with the result a constant reader of the Dayton Volks-zeituntage, human hair
He knows that his paper alms
of a great saving on time and labor
It is a furnace for welding locomotive to advertise only the best in its colin every
switches
flues and is arranged for the use of oil umns, and when he saw Chamberlain's
lame
150
for
Pain
therein
Balm
advertised
of
By
between
T
means
it
WW. GOETTING & CO, Proprietors.
fuel.
as
shape.
and 200 flues an hour can be welded. hack, he did not hesitate in buying a
lottle of it for his wife, who for eight
which Is far above that now done.
AH kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Attend the special 25 per cent reducweeks had suffered with the most terThe Rincon eating house is about rible
pains in ber back and could get tion sale on men's and boys' clothing Sausage making a specialty.
no relief. He says: "After using the at Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Balm for a few days my wife said
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES Pain
o me, 'I feel as though born anew,' and
one size smaller after using Allen's before using the entire contents of the
Foot Ease, a powder to be Bfcaken into bottle the unbearable pains had en'
shoes. It makes tight or new shoes tirely vanished and she could again that gets your lungs sore and weak
the
Dealers In
1
feel easy; gives instant relief to corns take up her household duties." He is and paves the way for pneumonia or
comsufvery
hopes
consumption, or both. Acker's Engthat all
thankful and
and bunions. It's the greatest
Wool, Hides,
fort discovery of the age.- - Cures and fering likewise will hear of her won- lish Remedy will stop the cough in a
This valuable lini- day and heal your lungs. It will cure
prevents swollen feet, blisters, calloue derful recovery.
consumpiion, asthma, bronchitis and
and sore spots. Allen's Foot Ease is ment is for sale by all druggists.
Goat
o
all throat and lung troubles. Positive
certain cure for sweating, hot, ach
ing feet At all druggists and shoe
MONUMENTS.
ly guaranteed, and money refunded if WRITE FOR PRICES
All kinds of stone and jaable work. not satisfied. Write to us for free samstores, 25c. Don't accept any substl
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
tute. Trial narkaea free bv mail. Ad- - Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor ple. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N.
ity re88, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. oer Fifth street and Railroad avenue. Y. J. H. ORielly & Co., and B. H.
Deming is the great mining center
H. Q. MAURINO.
Briggs & Co.
of the southwecu

g
o

38,-01- 6:

s,

The i.ormal graduating class this
year consists of four young men and

o

a,

natural wiy.

J. C

o

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada, Mapiml, Fresnlllo,
Parral, GnanacevI, Durango, Zacatecas, Quanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-ucetc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants in the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30,098 inhabitants; Parral 16,382; Zacatecas 34,438;
Gjanaluato 40,580; Leon 63.263;GuadalaJara 101.208; Queretaro
12,533; Aguascallentes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
Zamor
Tt Blsn raftntiaa tiA rttlos nf Tftrronn
ISfiiR? Slatt T.ttla Pniaf iO
60.S58; Tamplco (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celay 25,665; Pachuca
f-t,iiy ui xvicaicu oo9,i 1.
3(,4!;
Dally Pullman service between St. Louis. Mo., and Me'o Cit. r?
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and rice versa,

Bad blood follows constipation, and
constipation follows a sluggish liver.
Ayer's Pills are liver pills. They produce natural daily movements in
21 casts.

Q

skins

212 W.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
All patrons and friends cordially invited to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
1

Proprietor.
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit FLOUR AND
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
LOTS
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.

Albuquerque,

BFvmN
IN CARLOAD
A SPECIALTY.

...
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A new cancelling machine has been
Installed at the postofHee wnich, while
not one of the rapid machines',' is an
Improvement over the old one.
.
Mrs. A. D. Chapman left Sunday
night for El Paso, and from there she
will go to her home in Kansas City.
The latly was here the pant few
months.
H. Eichwald, who represents
Bros., cigar manufacturers of El
Paso. Is in the city, and today John
Cunco, of the St. Elmo, showed the visitor courtesies.
Major J. S. Van Doren, the Bluewa- ter farmer and irrigator, who was here
yesterday on one of his regular visits
to the metropolis, expects to return .o
the west tonight.
Notice An Important meeting of
the U. C. T. will be held Wednesday
evening at 8 oclock, in Odd Fellows
hall. A full attendance is desired. Edward Spitz, secretary.
Judge Crawford this morning gave
Juan Derras and Peter Austin $5 or
five days for being drunk and disorderly and Joe Hill and Frank Allen five
days each as vagrants.
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet
at the Knights of Pythias hall Tuesday
at 2:30 p. m. Initiation. By order of
president. Mrs. E. C. Whltson. Wrs.
T. A Whltcomb, secretary
Paul Llebig, the head baker at the
New England bakery, is around today
rejoicing over the arrival at his home
of a bouncing baby boy, which made
his appearance yesterday.
Mrs. Bessie Nelson and daughter, after a few days' visit to her sister, Mrs.
Aaron Gray, left Saturday night on a
visit to her Ohio relatives and friends.
Mrs. Nelson resides at Wlnslow.
Col. A. W. Harris, of Kingston, came
In yesterday. He says stock conditions
in Sierra county are promising but
rain is needed. He says there is much
activity In mining around Hillsboro.
J. F. McNally, the general superin
tendent of the Rio Grande division of
the Santa Fe. is in the city from San
Marcial, and Is here to investigate the
recenc wreck at the local stock yards.
H. O. Bursum. who is the efficient
superintendent of the territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe, came in from
Santa he last night and continued on
south to his ranch in Lincoln county.
Hon. R. E. Twitchell. who was out
in the Grants nelghborhool of Valencia
county on archaelogleal matters, came
m rrom the west this morning and
continued on to his home in Las, Ve
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SHOES
ARE
STILL

THE

BEST

LIGHT, MEDIUM OR HEAVY SOLES,
MILITARY,
OPERA
OR
FRENCH HEELS; DONGOLA, VICI KID OR PATENT KID; PRICES,

to

$1.50

$3.50.

NEW GOODS
1

are being constantly received, which
insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and' most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
them at bed rock prices.

J. L. BELL
COVRldMT(

--

i

& CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second SL

I

We have Just opened a new line of

Little Red School House Shoes

That are stylish and serviceable and at
the same time made in shapes that
gives the growing foot a chance to
grow. They cost no more than many
inferior brands. Come and examine
them.

to

5

8, $1.25.

8V4 to 11, 11.60.
11V4 to 2, $1.75.

T. MUENSTERM AN.
MONEY TO LOAN.

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
good security; also household goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.

Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

CITY NEWS.

feet and give them real comfort? We
have the shoes that will JuBt answer
this purpose. They are made of the
finest French kid, with flexible hand
turned soles and look dressy enough
to be worn on any occasion. Sizes, 3
to 6. Price $2.25 at C. May's popular
priced shoe store. No. 208 West Railroad avenue.
If you are going east do not forget
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Weaver's, 307 South First street.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Deming, the railroad center of New
ADVERTISEMENT
RBAD OUR
Mexico.
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSENneckwsa;1
See the newest in ladles'
WALD BROS.

at The Economist

O

Deming, the gateway to the best
Vrt of Old Mexico.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.
Window shades In all colors and

Alamogordo

&

Sacramento Mountain

Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passenger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
a. m. dally. Return train leaves Cloud.Widths at A.bert Faber's, 306 Railroad croft at 6:30 p. ni., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Passengers for these trains can take
Deming!
Don't overlook it if you breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'ctack
are looking for a sale and paying in- dinner at Cloudcroft
A. N. BROWN.
vestment
O.-- P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
vaMexican drawn work In endless
o

riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Curtains! Curtains! I Curtains!
avenue.
We
are mowing up to date lace cur
In Deming another good hotel Is
in Brussels net, Irish point, Ara
needed to accommodate the enormous tains
bian nit. Nottingham, Bobbinet ana
Increase of population.
muslia. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
In jifexlcan drawn work we are
showing a big assortment Albert
o
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
ROSENWALD BROS.
In Deming you can buy lots for $100 orders. 6 cents up. Ill North First
which will pay you 100 per cent In less street
than twelve months.
Your parcels ana baggage delivered
Have you ever been looking for a by tae Parcel Delivery to any part of
soft low shoe with a common sense the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
heel and plain toe to rest your tired Automatic phone No. 202.
1

av-a-

1

ue.

to knoie what tnuirtly drented men wear
this season, auk to tee Stein lfloch L'lothet."

"If you want

l

Summer

:

,;-r-

Hats and Shoes.

25

Reduction on our Entire Stock of Men and
Boy's clothing. Nothing Reserved.
Our prices are always from 10 to 20 per cent lower than elsewhere
in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction will make our
prices less than other merchants pay for their clothing.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
COCCOCOCOCOCOOCOCICOCOCOCOO

The Williams, Arizona. News, has
the following of local interest to the Old 'Phone
New 'Phone
town: Miss Susie Johnson, daughter
152
59.
Judge
of
and Mrs. JoseDh Johnson.
who has been attending school at AlJ. W. Edwards
buquerque during the past winter, returned home Tuesday for the summer Progressive Mortician and Em
vacation.
balmer.
H. Gleason. deputy tax collector of
and
night. Calls are
Open
day
county,
Valencia
came up this morning
promptly attended to.
from Los Lunas to see Mrs.' Gleason

I.

.

:

LINEN

NORFOLK
BOYS'
CRASH SUITS
6 to 14 years, only

$1.50

MEN'S KHAKI SUITS
V

Vf'--

VV,:

suitable for summer outing
wear in the mountains, orly
per suit
$2.00
WALKOVER

SHOES.

.

.

.$3.50

PINGREE & SMITH'S $4 and $5
SHOES, THE BEST MADE.

E. L. WASHBURN.

MEN 'S SHOES

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor- -

We have just added several new

in N. Second

lines of light weight footwear
13

8

IT

B

B

Telephone Service

q

8

YOU WANTT

Q

K

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

H

AUCTION.
9:30 a. m., Thursday, 26th.
1120 North Secoud street, at the
home of Mrs. 11. M. Parka, 1 will sell

without reserve the entire furnishings
of their handsome seven room house,
consisting of range, kitchen utensils
dishes, handsome dining room set and
sideboard in Flemish oak (same as A
varado hotel furnishings-- , a lot of fine
White sewing
pictures, new
machine, six handsome mahogany and
oak center tables, six large rugs (Ax
minster, monuette and brussels). three
pairs portieres, couch, Turkish bed
lounge, set of parlor furniture, parlor
rockers and chairs, oak book case, set
of book shelves, handsome hall tree
music cabinet, mahogany parlor cabl
net, beautiful lamps, six pairs lace cur
tains, mahogany dressing table,
two bedroom suites, chamber
sets, family horse, lady's bicycle, lawn
mewer and other articles too numerous
d

to mention.
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MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
A.

M.

iNOW,

South Second street, few doors
north of pestofflee.

209

We consider the Douglas the

GENTLEMEN!

Our selection of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURN0UT8 IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albucuerque, N. M.

L. H.

best popular priced shoe in the
world. We also carry the Hanan
shoe, which is the finest of alL

SIMON STFRNThe

B.

R- -

Ave. Clothier

OCOCOCOCOCOCOCXXXXlCOOCO

Whitney

Company

SHOEMAKER,

West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

WHOLESALEHARDWARE

New & Second Hand Furniture
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.

THIMBLES JUMnO HAS BEEN'
Furniture stored and packed for
CHARTERED TO CONVEY PASSENHighest prices paid for
GERS FREE TO AND FROM THE shipment
SALE AND WILL LEAVE HANK OF second-hanhousehold goods.
COMMERCE CORNER EVERY li
MINUTES, STARTING AT 9 a. m. If
you need some nice furnishings, do not
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
miss this sale. Call and inspect Wednesday before sale.
Dealers In
II. S. KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
d

"'
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chif-fonler-

Clothing

oney
avm Sale

Men and Boy's Clothing,
Furnishing Goods,

gas.

drop-hea-

3
2.

(Great

g

who will start for Wisconsin tomorrow
to visit with her father and mother for
the summer. Mr. Gleason reports that
work on the new flour mill was com
menced this marn.ng at Los Lunas.
Capt. Jack Crawford passed through
last night on his way back to Sao Marcial from Colorado, where he was a
guest at the Grand Army reunion," He
was enthusiastic over the reception
given him and says he may go through
Colorado on a lecturing tour. He also
expects to put a spectacular play on
t the St. Louis fair.
Dr. Crosson, who accompanied- his
patient, Mrs. D. W. Clare, across, the
mountains in New Mexico as far north
as Trinidad, Colo., returned to the city
Sunday night. Mr. and Mrs, Clare pro
ceeded on to Montgomery City, Mo.,
and friends here hope that the invalid
wife will be restored to health again,
This afternoon Dr. Crosson received a
telegram from Mr. Clare from Mont
gomery City, Mo., which said, "Stood
the trip well. Feels better. Arrived on
time.
C. H. Young, the division superin
tendent of the Wells, Fargo Express
company, with headquarters at en
ver, is in the city, coming in from ii
Paso. He is on a regular Inspection
tour and finds the office here conduct
ed in a first class manner by Agent
McFerran. Mr. Young called at ihe
Citizen office and to friends stated that
the weather was so warm in El Paso
that people, who had to sleep, put
chunk of ice in bed before going to
sleep. He' will leave for the north to
night.

i
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Kohl-ber-

STAR-FIVE-STA-

1902
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

Distinctively New Styles
BY EVERY TEST

2.1

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay

PLUMBERS

Presses

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

Albuquerque, N.
South First street.
IN
STONE
THE
BEST
BUILDING
slightly
used and
We have several
Phones: Aut. 24S; Bell, 85.
rented pianos. If you want a piano HEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
:COC)COOCCOCOCOC)C)COCX)COCOCO
proposition that will interest you see BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
Hall & Learnard about it.
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
In Deming good safe loans can b
AVENUE, had at better rates than
A rare mucisal treat. Benefit to Miss YARDS ON RAILROAD
in the old es
The seventh popular BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH tabliahed towns.
Ida McCune.
First street
o
concert will bs given June 24 by tae STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
BALLING BROU.. Proprietor.
STOVE REPAIRS.
Lead avenue M. E. church choir, asBorradaile & Co.,
sisted by the Dest local talent,
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Deming baa now a large ice plant
117 Gold Are.
o
and electric light system under con
We desire patronage, aad we
If you are going east do not forget tract
Ruppe's dru; store open all night
s
baking.
guarantee
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Weao
every night.
207 S. First street, Albuquerque, N. M,
ver's, 307 South First street.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Bargains.

7

PIONEER BAKERY

flrs-clas-

